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This research deYelops estimates of mortality rates for adult "\fricans in South Africa for the 
tweh'e months preceding the census night, 9/10 October 2Q(B, using Census 2001 10% sample 
data. The approach used to estimate these rates follow the work done by Dorrington, 1\Ioultrie 
and Tim;eus (2004) working with the full dataset, which is not publicly anilable, and demonstrate 
that the 10°,'0 sample can be used to produce similar results to the full database. 
The approach makes use of indirect estimation techniques for estimating the 
completeness of reporting of deaths in the vital registration system at a nationalleyel, namely the 
combination of Generalized Growth Balance method (GGB) and the Synthetic Extinct 
Generations (SEG) method adapted to allow for net immigration oyer the inter-censal period. 
Comparison of the number of deaths by sex and age from the yital registration system 
corrected for under-reporting with those reported by households in the census allows one to 
estimate adjustment factors that can be used to adjust deaths reported by households in yarious 
sub-groups (e.g. by proyince), on the assumption that reporting by households does not differ by 
these sub-groups, to produce more reliable estimates of mortality than if the deaths reported by 
households had been used directly to produce mortality rates. 
Thus sex and age-specific mortality rates were produced by the foll0'.ving diyisions: 
pr0'.-ince; yarious household characteristics such as income leyel of the head of the household, 
employment status of the head of the household, and educational status of the head of the 
household; access to seryices; main power source used for cooking; toilet facilities; asset 
ownership of the household and access to piped water. These rates are analysed both uniyariately 
and multi\-ariately, using negatiye binomial regression, to identify the socio-economic and other 
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The calculation of mortality rates using census data on numbers of people by age and sex (and 
other classifications) and the numbers of deaths reported by households by those classifications 
directly, \vithout any adjustment, is often of limited use. Census data are often inaccurate due to 
both mis- and under-reporting by respondents (Bogue, 1965). Respondents might choose not to 
disclose certain information while enumerators might not allO\v respondents sufficient time to 
answer all the census questions (ibid). So, in order to deri,-e more reliable mortality estimates, we 
need to adjust household deaths for mis-reporting. 
This research seeks to derive robust mortality estimates for adult Black/A.fricans for the 
12 months prior to the Census 2001 night, 9/10 October 2001, using publicly anilable census 
data and death data by population group and by year made anilable by Statistics S~\ (personal 
communication). In particular, we are interested in \vhether adult mortality estimates similar to 
those developed by Dorrington, Moultrie and Timxus (200-1-) using the full data set may be 
derived using the 10% sample data set. \'('e do this in order to investigate the usefulness of the 
10°'0 sample as a tool for estimating mortality. 
Sex and age-specific mortality rates are to be de,-eloped for the following divisions: 
prO\-ince; various household head characteristics; access to services; main power source used for 
cooking; toilet facilities; asset level of the household and access to piped water. This is done in an 
attempt to identit~- the socio-economic and other factors that most explain differences in 
mortality rates between groups. 
Estimates of adult mortality rates are derived using the approach followed by Dorrington, 
~Ioultrie and Timxus (2004). This approach makes use of a combination of the Generalized 
GrO\vth Balance method (GGE) (Hill, 1987; 2001) and the Bennett-Horiuchi method (Bennett 
and Horiuchi, 1981; 198-1-), also known as the Synthetic Extinct Generations approach (SEG) 
with an allowance for net in-migration O\-cr the inter-censal period to adjust census data for 
relative under-enumeration and registered deaths in the inter-censal period for incompleteness of 
registration. 
Dorrington, ::\Ioultrie and Timxus (200-1-) used these estimates to develop adjustment 
factors to correct household deaths for misreporting. This research uses the same approach to 
derive adjustment factors using the 10% sample data set and other publicly anilable information 
such as the vital registration data. Adult mortality rates arc deri,-ed for different sub-groups using 










of deaths by household for each sub-group was the same, which we use in the absence of 
anything better. The reasonableness of this assumption is discussed in Chapter 7. 
Chapter :2 reviews \'arious adult mortality demographic estimation techniques and other 
mortality research. Chapter 3 investigates census data using the 100 0 sample data set. \'{'here data 
were missing or entries were clearly incorrect, Statistics S.\ applied \'arious imputation 
techniques. The results of this imputation is considered in detail for those \'ariables needed to 
de\'elop our adjustment factors, in order to check that no biases \vere introduced to the variables 
used. Chapter ..J. gives a description of the methods followed and includes descriptions of both 
the Generalized Growth Balance and the Synthetic Extinct Generations methods. 
Chapter .5 sets out the estimated adult mortality rates for South ~\frica nationally and for 
the follmving sub-groups: provinces; "arious household head characteristics; access to services; 
main power source used for cooking; toilet facilities; asset le\'el of the household and access to 
piped \vater. These sub-groups were chosen based on data availability and on the assumption that 
mortality differs by these sub-groups. These rates are derived in order to investigate whether the 
mortality of these sub-groups differs significantly. In Chapter 6, multi\'ariate analyses of the 
socia-economic factors that explain mortality differences between the groups are undertaken 
using negative binomial regression. Chapter 7 discusses the research findings and draws 












2 A REVIEW OF ADULT MORTALITY ESTIMATION TECHNIQUES AND 
RESEARCH 
In order to deriye reliable mortality estimates, demographers require both suitable deaths and 
exposure (to the risk of dying) data. Mortality estimates may be derived directly by diyiding the 
number of deaths by person-years of exposure. Of course, direct estimation \vill only produce 
reliable estimates if both the population used to estimate exposure and the number of deaths 
reported for that population are accurate. 
"\n accurate and complete vital registration system \vill provide an accurate estimate of 
the number of deaths. Unfortunately, many \'ital registration systems are not complete: according 
to Gakidou, Hogan and Lopez (2004: 712) only 7-1- of the then 191 \\'orld Health Organisation 
(\\,IIO) member countries had "complete and reliable \'ital registration systems in 2000". As 
pointed out by Bah (1998b: 2) the collection of vital registration is determined by "a country's 
political history, governance and the civil society" and, South "\frica's apartheid history has 
contributed in no small measure to the incompleteness of its vital registration system. In South 
~\frica, deaths were not reported fully over the period 1996-2001 (Statistics S"\, 2000b; Statistics 
S"\, 2005), \vith Statistics S,\ estimating that only 67 per cent of deaths were reported in 1996. 
This is much lmver than the 85 per cent estimate of Dorrington d a/ (2001), which can be 
attributed to errors in application of methods by Statistics South ~\frica. In addition, cause of 
death data that are collected in South Africa are also incomplete (Bradsha\v et al, 2(03). 
~fore generally, Timxus and Jasseh (2004) note that adult mortality data are often limited 
due to infrequent data collection and, where data are collected, incompleteness of the data 
collected. Both poor and infrequent data collection hinder our understanding of mortality. 
Studies of adult mortality require large population exposures that yield a large number of deaths 
in order to deriye estimates where any random variation has little impact. Such data might be 
collected by either suryeying a large group of lives or by choosing a long period of investigation 
(Timxus, 1991) and, in addition, the answers to mortality questions should be provided by a 
reliable respondent if the collected data are to be accurate. 
Estimates of adult mortality by country ha\'e been produced by various international 
organisations (e.g. Lopez et ai, 2002; United Nations, 2003). I Iowe\'er, these rates should be used 
\vith caution. 1-or example, Timxus and Jassch (2004) point out that the UN Population Division 
does not use adult mortality data for many 1\frican countries \vhen developing its mortality 
estimates. Instead it assumes that the Princeton North model life table applies and calibrates the 











dependent both on whether the relationship between adult and child mortality assumed in the 
North mode1life tables holds for these countries and whether the shape of the model life table 
matches closely that of actual mortality. For example, in an HIY r\IDS em'ironment, the actual 
mortality shape may differ markedly to that of the model life table. ~\ccurate and complete 
mortality data are critical to demographers. Bourne (1995) giHs a full listing of official South 
~\frican mortality data for the period 1910-1992. These data refer to numbers of deaths by age of 
deceased and cause of death. The article does not, howeyer, list the official life tables for this 
period. Bourne (ibi{~ also outlines some of the key pieces of legislation that goyerned the vital 
registration system in South ,\frica e)Yer this period. For example, the Births, Deaths and 
~Iarriages Registration Act (N o. 17) of 1923 made it compulsory to register deaths in urban areas 
for all population groups, though the registration of deaths of Black/ ~\fricans in rural areas was 
voluntary. Since 1924, mortality data haye also been reported by place of residence of the 
deceased (ibid). 
But, \vhile the death notification form includes place of residence, this is often mis-
reported as place where the death was registered (Dorrington, ~Ioultrie and Timxus, 2004). This 
is problematic should one want to deriye mortality estimates by province or by district, for 
example. 
\Yith the Population Registration "\ct Repeal 1-\ct of 1991, population group was dropped 
from the ciyil registration system (Khalfani et ai, 2005). Currently, the collection and reporting of 
vital events are gm'erned by the Births and Deaths Registration ~\ct of 1992 (.\ct 51 of 1992) 
(ibid). ~\ new death notification form, which asks for the population group of the deceased on a 
separate page, was de\'eloped with the re\'ision of the ~\ct in 1998 and, from 1999 onwards, 
information on population group was recorded, and currently 75 per cent of all forms have 
population group recorded (Statistics SA, 2005) . 
. \t present, the vital registration system in South ~\frica is run by the Department of 
Home "\tfairs (DI-L\). The DHA collects deaths notification forms and then passes these 
registration forms to Statistics SA. Statistics SA then captures the cause of death on all death 
certificates and not only those with identification numbers and hence on the population register 
(e.g. Statistics S"\, 2002; Statistics SA, 2005). The population register does not contain data on 
non-South African citizens living temporarily in South .\frica nor of those lives that died before 
their births \vere reported (Khalfani et ai, 2005). 
Both the under-reporting of deaths and incomplete notification forms might in part be 
due to inattention of medical practitioners tasked with the responsibility of completing the death 











a healthcare facility, the under-reporting of deaths might be due to there being insufficient 
incentives on the part of potential respondents to report a death. So, \vhile it is a legal 
requirement to register a death, it appears that this is not necessarily done in practice. 
However, despite these problems, death notifications in South "\frica have improved over 
the period 1989-2000 (Dorrington et ai, 2001). Of course, deriycd mortality rates will be 
understated where deaths are under-reported, all other things being equal, and where no efforts 
are made to correct these reported deaths for under-reporting. 
In addition to vital registration data, censuses and surveys can provide demographers \vith 
key mortality data. Gakidou, Hogan and Lopez (200-1-: 715) argue that "household surveys 
prm'ide the only way, at present, to get timely information on the impact of new health 
problems". C djo (2005) argues that surveys and censuses prm'ide important mortality data, 
particularly where vital registration data are incomplete. Timxus (1991) expands on the use of 
sun'eys and comments that retrospective sunTey questionnaires, both once-off and repeat visit 
sun'eys, may be key sources of mortality data. 
:'fortality research at both the Agincourt and "\frica Centre demographic sun'eillance sites 
(e.g. Kahn et ai, 1999; Kahn et ai, 2007; I Iosegood, Vanneste and Timxus, 200-1-; Hosegood et ai, 
200-1-) use repeat visit sun'eys to collect cohort mortality data over a period of time. These South 
;\frican specific examples are considered in further detail later in this chapter. 
Sun'eys might ask if there have been any deaths in the household in a fixed period prior 
to the sun'ey date. For example, in Census 2001, households (i.e. respondents) are asked "Has 
any member of this household died in the past 12 months, i.e. bet\veen 10 October 2000 and 10 
October 2001?" (2001 census questionnaire, Statistics S"\). Of course, for household deaths to be 
reported, it is necessary that the household in which a death occurred continues to exist following 
that death. If not, the death will most probably go unreported (Timxus, 1991). \\' e require both 
that households continue to exist following a death in the household and that sun'ey and census 
questionnaires to be answered accurately, which might not be the case \vhere respondents either 
do not know or choose not to report the correct answers (Timxus, 1991). 
Timxus (1991) suggests that the under-reporting of deaths in census and survey data 
might also be due, in part, to enumerator negligence, whereby enumerators might choose to 
exclude questions on household deaths, on the basis that a death in a single household in, say, a 
12 month period, is a relatively uncommon event. So, household deaths are typically under-
reported in census and survey data. \,\There it is belie\'ed that deaths have been mis-reported, the 
statistical organisation that collected the data might choose not to make these data available 











Repeat visit surveys are often able to pro\'ide high quality mortality data where there is 
little under-reporting of household deaths, as enumerators are able to question the reasons for 
the absence of any household members at the follow-up visit that were present at the initial 
survey date (Tima:us, 1991). But, these surveys are costly and, as such, only relatively small 
populations are typically surveyed in this way making it difficult to extend any mortality findings 
arising from such surveys to other populations. "\s such, these surveys typically have small sample 
sizes and yield results that are not generalis able. In the next sub-section, we consider selected 
research on the socio-economic impact of HIV I AIDS and working-age mortality. 
2.1 Socio-economic impact of HIV / AIDS and working-age mortality 
"\ key research focus has been the socio-economic impact of HIV I "\IDS (see for example Smith, 
2002; Booysen, 2003; Oni, Obi, Okorie, Thabede and Jordan, 2002; l\lonasch and Boerma, 200-1-). 
Booysen (2003) finds that the severity of poverty for affected households, defined as those 
households \vith at least one member that is HIV-positi\'e or where the household has suffered 
one or more HIV I AIDS related deaths in the past six months prior to the sun-ey, is worse than 
for unaffected households, all other things being equal. 
Similarly, Smith (2002) considers the household economic impacts of a I IIV -positive 
male household head. These include reduced household income and increased medical costs, 
which often result in the household having to sell existing household assets and take on 
additional debt. Further, there are often opportunity costs with household members that would 
othenvise haw been formally employed needing to care for sick members and children more 
likely to lea\'e formal education early (ibid). The findings of Oni et a/ (2002) in their study of rural 
households in Limpopo Province are very similar to those of Smith (2002), namely that 
households affected by HIV IAIDS experience reductions in household income and increased 
medical and funeral costs. 
Yamano, Jayne and McN eil (2002) investigated the impact of prime or working-age 
mortality on rural households in Kenya and found that household farming acti\-ities decreased 
following the death of a household member of \vorking age. They note that the magnitude of the 
impact depended on both the sex of the deceased and position of the deceased \vithin the 
household. "\150, as a short-term coping mechanism, households \vould, follmving a death, 
typically sell small livestock, which complements the findings of Smith (2002). 
Both Crassa et a/ (2001) and Hosegood et a/ (200-1-) argue that households are more likely 
to dissoh-e in the event of the death of the household head. Indeed, Crassa et a/ (2001) found 
that, in the context of their study, for the -1--1- per cent of households where the head of the 











"\lso, there might exist a selection effect whereby sick li\'es \v'ill move to a "preferred 
place of d}'ing" (C rassa dol, 2001: 2022). The authors belieH there is e\'idence that suggests that 
urban dwellers in Tanzania that become terminally ill might choose to return to the rural areas as 
it is there that they wish to die. Should this be true, urban mortality might be under-stated relative 
to rural mortality (ibid), as sick urban people remO\'e themsekes from the urban population only 
to be reported as a rural death upon death. 
2.2 Mortality rates for different socio-economic groupings 
Tirnxus (1991) argues that it is often inappropriate to use any socio-economic factors that apply 
to a respondent as a proxy for the socio-economic factors of the deceased as such factors might 
not apply to the deceased. Further, any mortality investigations for different socio-economic 
groups \v'ill invoke the sub-division of existing mortality data. \'\'hile we might expect to increase 
homogeneity given appropriate sub-divisions, we might also reduce the credibility of any derived 
estimates due to the reduced exposures for each sub-group. Ideally, we would want exposure data 
to be sufficiently large to negate the impact of any random \'ariation on the derived estimates. 
Few studies focussing on adult mortality for different socio-economic factors and other 
groups ha\'e been undertaken. This is not altogether surprising given the data requirements that 
such studies would require. ~\ description of selected studies that derive adult mortality estimates 
for different socio-economic groups follows. These studies consider mortality levels in the 
Cnited Kingdom, Europe and Finland. \'\'hile these studies are of interest to South African 
demographers, direct application, without adjustment, of the methodologies outlined in these 
studies in a South ~\frican context could be inappropriate. 
In the Health I!leq/lalitieJ Decennial Supplement (Dre\'er and Whitehead (cd.), 1997) adult 
mortality by "social class" is investigated, through the categorisation "social class" determined by 
the Registrar General using occupation data. The findings arc based on analyses of the ONS 
Longitudinal Study data set, which is a one per cent representative sample of census and vital 
registration data, incorporating the 1971, 1981 and 1991 censuses linked together. The data set 
includes approximately 500 000 people. 
Occupation type is collected at both the census date and at registration of death (ibid). 
Importantly, there may be reporting inconsistencies due to the different respondents at the 
census date and at the reporting of death. The social class field consists of six sub-groups ranging 
from "Professionals" through to "Unskilled" (ibid). The approach assumes that occupation type 
does not change over the exposure period, this might be problematic where there are substantial 











occupation data, while individuals with missing occupation field are assigned a socialle\'el based 
on information on either the individual's spouse or parent, where anilable (ibid). 
l\Iortality rates derived from these data were then used to estimate life expectancies for 
the different social levels. In addition to social class, the report also considers mortality by 
comparing life expectancies by employment status, access to a car and housing tenure. Of course, 
the selection of these factors is influenced by anilable data. 
Gjonca (2003) also makes use of the ONS Longitudinal Study and imTstigates mortality 
differences by both education level and social class. 
Similar to both Drever and \Vhitehead (ed.) (1997) and Gjonca (2003), Huisman et al 
(2005) analysed longitudinal mortality study data sets for eight European countries, whereby both 
\'ital registration and census records are linked. These countries included England and \Vales, 
Norway, Finland, "\ustria, Switzerland and Belgium. Huisman et al (2005) also attempt to develop 
different social-economic groups and use completed education leyel from census data to do so. 
Specifically, the study considers only two education le\-els, namely High and Low. 
Similar work was undertaken by Martikainen, Valkonen and l\Iartelin (2001) for Finland, 
in which they inyestigated mortality differentials by socio-economic leyels. These leyels, Manual 
and Non-manual, are derived using an approach similar to that used in the Health JlleqllalitieJ 
Decenllial Supplement in that social class is determined using occupation data. For people where 
occupation data were not available, the authors used the deriyed social class le\Tl of the head of 
the household as a proxy for the social class leyel of those people in the household. Only lives 
aged 35 years and older were considered in order to reduce any possible unfayourable biases that 
might ha\'e been introduced when allocating people to social groups where occupation data were 
not anilable, i.e. we would not expect children to haye permanent occupation. From the study 
data, the authors found that though life expectancies for both the l\Ianual and Non-manual 
groups improved, mortality differences between the groups, for both males and females, 
increased m-er the study period. 
Importantly, these studies make use of \'ery accurate and complete enumeration and 
death data, i.e. it would be inappropriate to apply the same approaches as aboye to the South 
"-\frican data as we would need to correct for both census under-enumeration and incomplete 
deaths data. 
2.3 South African-specific adult mortality research 
Estimates of both the level and shape of mortality in South "\frica in 1985 and 1990 were deriyed 
by Dorrington, Bradshaw and \\'egner (1999), using reported deaths and indirect mortality 











Bradshaw et al (2004) comment that O\'er the period 1998-2003 the reported number of 
adult deaths on the population register increased by 68 per cent. The authors point out that this 
represents a real increase of more than 40 per cent after considering both improvements in 
reporting and population growth. 
Igumbor, Bradshaw and Laubscher (2003) investigated causes of death in Limpopo for 
the period 1997-2001. They used a random sample of death records for the province, drawn by 
Statistics S"\. Similar work on the causes of death in Cape Town over the 2001-2004 period was 
undertaken by Groenewald et al (2007), using deaths data made anilable by the Cape Town City 
Health Department and population estimates developed by the Centre for ~\ctuarial Research at 
the Cni\-ersity of Cape Town (CARe). ~fortality rate estimates were derived for each district, 
\vhile districts were described in terms of various socio-economic factors; for example, by the 
proportion of households within a district without access to piped \vater or electricity. But, while 
mortality rates by district were estimated, the authors did not deri\-e mortality estimates for 
different levels of socia-economic factors. The authors were unable to link the socio-economic 
factors to the death records due to the nature of the data a\-ailable. 
Cdjo (1997) examined mortality levels and trends using the 1995 October Household 
SUf\-ey (OHS) data set. The OHS was conducted by the Central Statistical Sef\'ices (currently 
Statistics South Africa) (ibid). Cdjo developed life tables using child mortality estimates and adult 
mortality estimates, derived using the orphanhood method (ibi(~. L djo (1999) then compared the 
mortality estimates derived using the OHS data set to rates derived using the Census 1996 data 
set and found that the 1995 OHS oyer-estimated mortality \vhen compared to the 1996 census. 
~\nderson and Phillips (2006) estimate adult mortality for the period 1997-2004, using 
death notification data adjusted for under-reporting. Here, the authors estimate the extent of 
under-reporting of deaths by comparing reported deaths to estimates of deaths developed by 
Statistics S"\ using the population modelling software Spectrum, which is used to produce the 
mid-year estimates. Deaths corrected for under-reporting and mid-year population estimates were 
then used to deri\-e adult mortality rates. This, of course, assumes the population model used by 
Statistics S"\ to be correct, and is a significant weakness of this research. 
2.3.1 South Mrican life tables 
Yan Eeden and van Tonder (1975) constructed abridged life tables from pre\-iously published 
comprehensive oftlciallife tables developed by the Department of Statistics (an early forerunner 
of Statistics S"\) using census data over the period 1921-1970 for \,\-hites, Coloureds and Asians. 
Life tables for "\fricans were developed using sUf\'inl probability estimates produced by Sadie 











under-reporting of deaths. Life tables published by Old l'vlutual, based on the obsen'ed mortality 
of its insured population, were also included. Of course, one might expect mortality of the 
insured population to be lighter than that of the aggregate population due to the fact that those 
insured might be considered to be in a higher socio-economic group than those that are not 
insured. 
The abridged life tables were developed by extracting those I, \'alues from the 
comprehensive tables for those values of .y where .y was the lmvest limit for each age group in the 
abridged table (ibid). Bah (1998a; 2(05) pointed out that the official South A.frican life tables 
published before 1985 were constructed on the assumption that reported deaths were complete. 
"\s such, one might expect the constructed life tables to understate mortality due to the fact that 
nothing was done to adjust for the completeness of reporting of deaths. Life tables produced by 
the national statistics agency for years 1921, 1926, 1936, 19-1-6, 1951, 1960, 1970, 1980 and 1985 
\vere constructed using census data and registered deaths data (Bah, 20(5). These tables were 
published by sex and for population groups \\'hites, Coloureds and Indian/Asian. Thus, little is 
known about "\frican mortality experience over this period. 
"\bridged Life tables for the period 1985 to 199-1- and for 1996, for each population 
group, were published by Statistics SA (2000a). Tables for 1996 were constructed using registered 
deaths and census population estimates (Bah, 2(05). Importantly, in developing its life tables for 
1996, Statistics S"\ acknowledged that reported deaths \vere incomplete and attempted to correct 
for the under-reporting of deaths using the Growth Balance method (but applied to the whole 
age range). "\s one might expect the level of reporting of deaths of children to differ to that of 
adults, the application of the GGB to produce a single estimate of completeness of death 
reporting for all ages is a weakness of the approach used by Statistics S"\. 
2.3.2 Mortality estimates from demographic surveillance data 
The "\frica Centre study site is based in a rural area in KwaZulu-Natal of approximately 89 000 
people as at 1 January 2001 (Hosegood, Vanneste and Tim;tus, 200-1-a) while the "\gincourt study 
site, \vhich was cstablished in 1992, covers part of Bushbuckridge in the north-east of South 
"Urica and consists of approximately 63 000 people (Tollman et ai, 1999). 
These sun'cillance sites collect dcmographic data using repeat \'isit retrospective surveys. 
The authors argue that the mortality data are complete (e.g. Hosegood et ai, 200-1-), so mortality 
can be estimated directly without further adjustment. The completeness of mortality data is due 
to the fact that the sun-eys undertaken arc repeat visit, \vhich allows enumerators to collect better 
quality data than that from a one-off sunTY or census, all othcr things being equal. l'vIortality data 











determine the cause of death (Hosegood, Vanneste and Timxus, 200-1-). The authors also derived 
retrospecti\'e adult mortality estimates using the orphanhood method and found I BV / AIDS to 
be the leading cause of death in adulthood for the study site in 2000. 
Kahn et al (1999) and Tollman et al (1999) also make use yerbal autopsies in order to 
collect cause of death data for the Agincourt field site. Tollman et al (1999) deriyed mortality rates 
by means of both direct estimation and indirect techniques, namely the orphanhood method. 
Kahn et al (2007), building on their earlier work, then deYeloped age-specific mortality rates for 
the "\gincourt site for the period 1992-2003. The authors found that mortality for both males and 
females increased m'er the study period. 
Importantly, the derived mortality estimates apply to these study sites only. It is difficult 
to infer mortality rates to other geographical areas. This is a shortcoming of these studies as the 
results are not generalisable. Also, selectiye migration (mentioned earlier) might impact on the 
estimates of mortality, i.e. where sick liyes move to the rural areas to die. 
2.4 Indirect estimation techniques 
In order to correct for incomplete information, yarious indirect estimation techniques have been 
deyeloped. These methods typically require certain assumptions (e.g. that the population is stable, 
that the leyel of under-reporting constant across all ages) and, so, do not make up fully for an 
incomplete yital registration system (fimxus, 1991). 
"\ number of demographers have reviewed both direct and indirect adult mortality 
estimation techniques (e.g. Timxus, 1991; Hill, 2003; Gakidou, Hogan and Lopez, 200 .. 1) and the 
follmving is a summary of some of the key methods and techniques that haye been de\'eloped. 
One group of indirect techniques derives adult mortality estimates using data on survival 
prm'ided by relatives of the deceased. These methods were developed on the assumption that 
relati\'es of the deceased arc most likely to correctly knmv of these deaths. These methods 
include the orphanhood, sibling survivorship and widowhood methods (e.g. Brass and Hill, 1973; 
Cnited Nations, 1983; Cnited Nations, 2002). l\Iortality estimates deyeloped using these methods 
are estimates of average mortality derived from conditional suryival over extended periods up to 
the sun'ey (C nited Nations, 1983). These methods typically make use of simple questions that do 
not require respondents to provide information on either the date of death or the age of the 
deceased at death. 
The orphanhood method (Brass and Hill, 1973), described in detail in Cnited Nations 
(1983), uses information provided by respondents on the sun'ival of their biological parents to 
deri\'e adult conditional sun·ival probabilities. These sun'inl probabilities are conditional 











mothers. The method refers to biological parents and, where respondents report on the survival 
of their adopti\'e parents, mortality estimates will be under-stated. Hill and Trussell (1977) refer 
to this as the 'adoption effect'. The method derives mortality estimates for adults that are, or 
were, parents, and so, does not estimate the mortality of adults \vithout children and to the extent 
that non-parents have higher mortality will lead to an underestimate of mortality for the 
population as a whole. 
The sibling sUr\'ivorship method was first de\'eloped by I lill and Trussell (1977) and is 
also described in detail in United Nations (1983). This approach also assumes that relatives of the 
deceased are most likely to provide the most accurate information on the deceased. I Iere, 
respondents are asked about whether their brothers and sisters, if any, are currently alive or not. 
~\nswers provided by respondents might not always be correct, particularly where respondents 
are not be aware of deaths of siblings that occurred either before the respondents' births or when 
they were \'ery young (Tim:eus, 1991). An example of these methods being used is the research 
by Tim:eus and J asseh (2004) where they use both orphanhood and sibling sUr\'ivorship data 
from the Demographic and Health Surveys (DI IS) to generate estimates of adult mortality for 23 
sub-Saharan ;\frican countries. 
The \\~dO\vhood method (Hill, 1977; C nited Nations, 1983) also de\'elops conditional 
sUr\'ival probabilities, but makes use of information on the sUr\-ival of a respondent's first spouse 
since marriage. This method derives mortality estimates for the ever-married population only and 
since the mortality of those not married is likely to be higher, the method underestimates the 
mortality of adults in the population as a whole. Importantly, this method assumes that the 
mortality experience of the deceased is independent of the spouse's mortality, and where this 
assumption does not hold, mortality estimates derived using this method \vill be biased (Tim:eus, 
1991). This method might not be applicable where a high proportion of the population marry 
late, where marriage is a \'ague concept, such as South A.frica, or \vhere marriages often end in 
separation or divorce. 
A.s has been mentioned, a suitable respondent must be alive in order for mortality 
information to be collected. Further, for these methods, there exists a time reference problem -
we do not know exactly when a death, reported by a respondent, occurred (Gakidou, Hogan and 
Lopez, 2004; C nited Nations, 2002). This death might have occurred at any point since the event 
(birth, marriage, etc) from which survival is being measured. Brass and Bamgboye (1981) 
developed an approach to address this time reference problem, while Chackiel and Orellana 
(1985) argue that the problem might be avoided by asking further questions on the date of death. 











deaths to a fixed number of years prior to the sUlTey date. Of course, \vhilc this provides more 
certainty on the timing of deaths, it also reduces the period of exposure. 
"\ second group of adult mortality indirect estimation techniques uses information on the 
distribution of deaths by age. These methods include the Brass Growth Balance method (Brass, 
1975), the Generalized Growth Balance method (Hill, 1987), the Preston and Coale method 
(preston et ai, 1980) and the Synthetic Extinct Generations method (Bennett and IIoriuchi, 1981; 
198-+), which are also described in, among others, enited Nations (1983), enited Nations (2002), 
Timxus (1991) and Hill (2003). These methods compare the number of deaths by age to 
estimates of deaths from the population to obtain a len:l of under-reporting of deaths (United 
~ ations, 1983). 
Both the Brass (1975) and Preston and Coale (Preston et ai, 1980) methods assume that 
the population is stable and closed to migration (L'nited Nations, 1983). The Preston and Coale 
method requires information on deaths for a gi\'en period, by age for a gi\'en sex, and an estimate 
of population by age for that sex. The method estimates the level of under-reporting of deaths by 
comparing the population to an estimate of the number of future deaths arising from that 
population (ibid). By comparing reported deaths to the estimated number of deaths, the method 
yields a single adjustment factor for all ages, i.e. the method assumes that the completeness of 
reporting of deaths is the same for all ages. However, the method might yield unreliable results 
where age misreporting occurs. Indeed, for all methods that use an age distribution of deaths, any 
estimates \vill be inaccurate where significant age misreporting occurs (Hill, Choi and Timxus, 
2005). 
Like the Preston and Coale method, the Brass G rO\vth Balance method (1975) also seeks 
to estimate completeness of adult death registration, but based on the following equation: 
N(x) D*(x+) _. . 
--'----'- = r + (Cruted Natlons, 1983) 
N(x+) N(x+) 
The abO\'e equation is true for a stable, closed population (enited Nations, 1983) and 
may be read as follows: the rate of entry into a population aged x years and older equals the stable 
population growth rate plus the rate of exit from the population aged x years and older. Here, 
D*(x+) refers to the true number of deaths, which can be re-stated as reported deaths divided by 
the estimate of completeness, assumed to be constant for all ages. For a practical example of 
these methods being used, see Dorrington, Bradshaw and \\"egner (1999) whereby the authors 
makes use of a number of indirect estimation techniques, including the Preston and Coale and 












The Brass Growth Balance method was extended by Hill (1987) by relaxing the 
assumption of a stable population. The Generalized Growth Balance method (GGB), which 
requires population data from two censuses and the reported number of deaths in the inter-
censal period, estimates both the completeness of reporting of the inter-censal dcaths relative to 
the census populations and the relative under-enumeration of one census to the other (Hill, 1987; 
Cnited Nations, 2002). 
Bennett and Horiuchi (1981; 1984) suggested an alternati,"e method, also known as the 
Synthetic Extinct Generations (SEG) method, which also relaxes the stable population 
assumption. The SEG method is an extension of the ,vork done by Preston, Coale, Trussell and 
\X'einstein (1980) and, using the age-specific growth rates of the population together ,vith 
reported deaths in the inter-censal pcriod, deriyes an estimate of the number of liyes aged 
between .\: and .\:T 5 (Cnited Nations, 2002). The chief idea underlying this method is that, for a 
cohort of liyes aged .\: now ,vill equal the sum of all future deaths arising from this cohort until 
the cohort becomes extinct (Darrington, Moultrie and Tim;eus, 2004). "\n estimate of the 
completeness of reported deaths might then be deriycd by comparing the expected number of 
people aged between x and x+5 to the corresponding group from the obscn"ed population. 
These methods are described in more detail in Chapter 4 where they are used to estimate 
adjustment factors to correct for the mis-reporting of household deaths in the South "\frican 
2001 Census. 
Inter-censal sun"iYal methods constitute a third group of indirect mortality cstimation 
techniques. These methods are subject to significant bias arising from age misreporting and 
where relati\"e under-enumeration between censuses exists (I lill, 2003) and are probably only 
used where there are insufficient data to allow other methods to be used. These methods typically 
assume a population closed to migration and accurate census data and use information from two 
censuses, though they can be modified to allow for international migration (Hill, 2003). These 
methods are based on the fact that, for an inter-censal period of n years, those aged x+n at the 
second census \vill rcflect those aged x at the first census, for a closed population, i.e. these 











3 CENSUS POPULATIONS, HOUSEHOLD DEATHS AND NET IN-
MIGRATION OVER THE INTER-CENSAL PERIOD 
The estimation of adult 1\frican mortality rates by sex, age group and prm'ince for the 12 months 
prior to 9/10 October 2001 requires certain data. These include population estimates at both the 
Censm 1996 and Census 2001 nights, deaths that were registered in the t]ye year period between 
the two censuses and deaths reported by households in the 12 months prior to 9/10 October 
2001. 
Data sources used in this research include the Census 1996 and Census 2001 Community 
Profiles, together with the Census 1996 and 2001 10% sample data sets. The Community Profiles 
datasets are pre-tabulated output from the full censuses, but do not include data on deaths. The 
10°'0 samples are the unit records, which include data on deaths, migration and enumeration area 
type (urban/rural). The 2001 census 10% sample is drawn from the 2001 census as a 10% sample 
of households and collectiye liying quarters and the homeless (Statistics S"\, 2003a) and includes 
an indicator of type of edit, if any. The 1996 census was only minimally edited, while the 2001 
census \vas edited extensiyely. Death notifications data were used to estimate deaths in the inter-
censal period. These differed slightly to those used by Dorrington, ~Ioultrie and Timxus (2004) 
who used data directly from the population register because Statistics S"\ had fallen behind 
processing the deaths. Thus the difference is the deaths \v'ith missing IDs. 
Both the South African population censuses were de facto censuses (Statistics S"\, 2003a). 
The 10° '0 sample data set consists of a 10% sample of households and a 10% sample of collective 
living quarters and the homeless (Statistics S"\, 2003b). "\n analysis of the Census 2001 10% 
sample data is necessary in order to investigate whether any unfa\'ourablc biases were introduced 
due to the editing of census data. 
Edits, if any were used, were not identified in the Census 1996 10% sample of records, 
\v'ith unspecified responses indicated as such, while the 2001 census 10% sample data were used 
to enluate the edits undertaken in 2001 as the Community Profiles data sets do not allow for 
edits to be identified. Statistics SA edited the 2001 census extensiveh' and data entries that were 
edited were flagged in the 10% sample data set. 
The 1996 and 2001 censuses provide initial best estimates of the population as at 9/10 
October 1996 and 9/10 October 2001 respectively, prm'ided that the edits used did not 
introduce inappropriate biases. So, it is important to establish whether possible biases were 











Hagged. The statistical software package JT~'J>l 10 (StataCorp, 2007) was used to access both 
the census 1996 and census 2001 10% sample data sets. 
This research is confined to data on the Black/ .\frican population group, which we refer 
to as ".\frican" for breyit:y. The reason is that it is the majority population group and large 
enough to produce useful estimates of mortality when sub-diyided. 
3.1 South Africa population census 1996 
l\1issing or not-stated entries exist and these were included in the Census 1996 10% sample data 
set. But, the Generalized Growth Balance (GGB) method, to be applied, corrects for the relati\'e 
under-enumeration of census data. Missing entries are ignored and hence considered to be part 
of the undercount of the 1996 census relative to that of 2001. 
3.1.1 1996 population estimates 
Estimates of the "\frican population as at 9/10 October 1996 by sex, age group and province of 
residence are required .. \ question relating to province of usual residence was included in the 
household questionnaire. But, this variable was subject to some editing, while province of 
enumeration was not. Since in aggregate the numbers are not yery different it was decided to use 
data by prm-ince of enumeration. 
Statistics S.\ (1998) created weights to correct for under-enumeration identified in a post 
enumeration suryey (PES) carried out after the census. Thus the \veights in the 10% sample data 
set reHect both the adjustment for undercount, Statistics S.\ (1998) estimates that 10.7 per cent 
of people were not enumerated in the 1996 census, as well as the adjustment required to scale the 
lCro sample up to the aggregate population. 
People \vith age "not stated" or aged 120 years or older were excluded from the 
population estimates extracted from the Community Profiles data set as not reHecting the true 
age. By excluding these lives, we assume, in the absence of anything better, that the true age 
distribution of these people is that of the distribution of lives with age correctly stated .. \frican 
population estimates at the 1996 census night by age and prm-ince for both males and females are 
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of people in the economically active age range 20-34 years. This reflects the economic 
opportunities in the metropolitan areas and the resultant flO\v of migrants into these provinces. 
These migrants consist of both migrants from other prO\-inces and migrants from outside the 
national borders. 
3.2 South Africa population census 2001 
Similar to Census 1996, Statistics SA made use of a post enumeration SUlyey (PES) in order to 
correct for any cm-erage errors and weights were created to correct for the undercount (Statistics 
S~\, 2003b). The weights in the 10% sample data set reflect, in part, these PES weights and in 
main part the scaling up of the sample. 
Cnlike the 1996 census the data missing and erroneous data were imputed in the 2001 
census. Ideally the edits applied should not introduce any biases. So, it is necessary to investigate 
whether any such biases exist because of these edits. 
In analysing possible bias, person weights were used when extracting census data, sub-
di,-ided by edit type. Specifically, population group, age last birthday as at the census date and sex 
were all considered. 
3.3 Edited and non-edited Census 200110% sample data 
:-Iany nriables in the Census 2001 10% sample data set were edited, although the extent of 
editing differed by variable. Editing methods comprised four categories: logical imputation from 
blank; logical imputation from non-blank; hot-deck from blank and hot-deck from non-missing 
(Statistics S~\, 2003b). Edits from blank were performed where cell entries were missing, while 
edits from non-blank were applied where there was a response to the question but was 
considered to be obyiously incorrect or inconsistent \vith ans\vers to other questions. The impact 
of editing on each of the key ,-ariables is discussed below. 
3.3.1 Age edits 
The age nriable for "\fricans was extracted by edit type. Entries \vith no imputation were also 
extracted, while the person weights were used to scale up the 10°'0 sample data. In order to 
determine whether any unfayourable biases had been introduced by the editing process, 
distributions of edited data, data with no imputations and all data (both edited and non-edited) 
were deri,-ed. 
Distributions with marked differences for a giyen variable \vould indicate the 
introduction of biases unless there was a good reason for the differences. Importantly, there may 
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From the table above, approximately 1.1 per cent of entries classitled as "\frican were 
imputed, suggesting that, due to the small proportion of imputed \'alues to total entries, no 
sif:,>nitlcant bias could have been introduced. The use of edits also does not alter proportion of 
.\frican males signitlcantly, with 47.8 per cent of ~\fricans being male and 52.2 per cent being 
female according to the unedited data, while for all data, the proportions are -1-7.7 per cent and 
52.3 per cent respecti\'ely. The edits applied do not introduce biases and the population estimates 
are used in the GGB and SEG methods to follow without adjustment. 
3.4 Estimation of net in-migration over the inter-censal period 
The Generalized Growth Balance method will underestimate the number of inter-censal deaths 
where net in-migration to South "\fi-ica over the inter-censal period is assumed to be negligible 
but is, in reality, positive. However, an adjustment to the method may be made to allow for net 
in-migrants where these are assumed to be non-trivial (Dorrington, ~Ioultrie and Timxus, 2004). 
This correction requires that an accurate estimate of net in-migrants m'er the inter-censal period 
be a\'ailable. 
Three approaches were considered in an effort to estimate the net number of in-migrants 
over the inter-censal period. The tlrst considered the specitlc migration question asked in the 
2001 census, in \vhich people were asked whether they had moved in the past tlve years and if so, 
\vhere they had mm-ed from. This, however, produced very Imv estimates of net in-migration. 
The second considered the differences between foreign-born in each census (Dorrington, 
~Ioultrie and Timxus, 200-1-). 
The third approach was very similar to the second, although it considers citizenship other 
than South "\frican instead of place of birth. Of course, citizenship might be problematic as it can 
change owr time. ~\lso, individuals might be more likely to deliberately misreport their true 
citizenship than place of birth, making this approach less likely to giw accurate migration 
estimates. 
The net in-migration estimates for each of the approaches abm"e are plotted in Figure 3.5 
and Figure 3.6. The curve labelled "Census 2001" gives those migration estimates derived using 
the specitlc migration question used in the 2001 census .. \11 three approaches yield distributions 
of number of migrants by age with peaks at the economically acti\'e age groups. Migration 
estimates derived by considering the migration question appeared to be understated, and so it was 
decided to use a simple difference of the foreign-born, without further adjustment, to obtain an 
estimate of the number of in-migrants over the inter-censal period. Secondly, in doing so, we also 
make an assumption, in the absence of anything better, that out-migration of "\frican South 











J,'igure 3.5 :-Jet in_migration "<tim,',, . , Mrican rna""" C'"Il>'" 1996 and 2001 .. ommunity Profile. 
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The use of edits for the sex of the deceased amounted to 1.9 per cent of entries for 
deceased \vith household majority population group of ;\fricans. The sex distribution for data 
\vith no imputation is 52.8 per cent for males and -1-7.2 per cent for females. \'\'hen taking into 












4 METHODS USED TO ESTIMATE ADULT MORTALITY RATES 
"\dult mortality rates for "\fricans for the 12 months prior to the census night 9/10 October 2001 
'were deri\'ed using the same methods as used by Dorrington, .'-Ioultrie and Tim;eus (2004). 
Both the GGB and SEG are used to estimate both the cO\'erage of the censuses as well as 
completeness of death reporting. The Generalized Growth Balance (GGB) method (Hill, 1987; 
2001) is used to estimate the relative under-enumeration of census estimates. The Bennett-
Horiuchi (1981; 1984) (or Synthetic Extinct Generation (SEG)) method for calculating 
completeness of death estimates was then applied to the data, after adjusting the censuses for 
relati\'e under-enumeration (Hill, Choi and Tim;eus, 2005 ). 
The completeness of reporting of deaths for .;\frican males and females in the inter-censal 
period \vere estimated. These estimates of completeness are then used to produce estimates of 
completeness for individual years on the assumption, following Dorrington, ~Ioultrie and 
Tim;eus (2004), that mortality rates at the older ages for each year showed no particular trend. 
_\ comparison of household deaths in the 12 months prior to the census, extracted from 
the 10° 0 sample data and deaths over the same 12 month period from death registration records 
after adjusting for completeness, allows for the calculation of age-specific adjustment factors by 
sex (Dorrington, ~Ioultrie and Tim;eus, 20(4) for correcting the census data for misreporting. 
4.1 Generalized Growth Balance Approach 
"\ detailed description of this method is gi\'en in the L nited Nations manual on estimating adult 
mortality (Lnited Nations, 2002). The GGB method, proposed by Hill (1987; 20(1) is an 
extension of the original Growth Balance method dey eloped by Brass (1975) and described in 
Lnited Nations manual on indirect estimation (1983). The explanation of the GGB method 
below is a summary of the description in I lill (1987; 2001) and Lnited Nations (2002). 
The method requires estimates of the population by age group at two census dates. Here, 
we use population estimates in fiye year age groups \vith open age interval at age 85 years. These 
estimates for the first and second censuses are referred to as ~ (x) and P2 (x) respectively. \\ie 
also require deaths D(x,S) that occurred between the two census dates, grouped by age at death 
into the same fi\'e year age groups with open inten'al 85+ years. 
The GGB method does not explicitly make an allmvance for migration over the inter-
censal period, instead assuming it to be negligible (Dorrington, .'-Ioultrie and Tim;eus, 2(04). 
However, as Dorrington, Moultrie and Tim;eus (2004) and others point out, the method may be 











five-year age groups oyer the inter-censal period are required. These are estimated from the 
census 10°'0 samples by differencing the numbers foreign-born people at the t\yO census dates. 
Estimates for people aged :\: and over for each population at each of the census dates, 
~ (x+) and P2 (x+) respectively, were derived using the population estimates. Similarly, deaths 
aged x and older in the inter-censal period were calculated and are denoted by D(x+). "\verage 
person-years liyed for people aged .'\. and above, PYL(x+), were calculated using the 
formula PYL(x+) = t[ ~ (x+ ),P2 (x+ )]05, where t is the length of the inter-censal period. 
The number of liyes that reach age x during the inter-censal period, ~ (x), is estimated by 
taking one fifth of the geometric mean of those that reach age x in the fixe years following the 
tirst census and those that reach age x in the five years follO\ving the second census (Cnited 
:--.J ations, 2002): N (x) = O.2t[ ~ (x - 5,5),P2 (x,5) ]05 
Ignoring migration, the growth balance equation, on which the GGB method is based, is: 
D(x+) = ~ (x+) + N(x) - P2 (x+) 
Re-arranging this equation gives N(x) - [P2 (x+) - ~ (x+)] = D(x+) and dividing 
through by the estimated person years lived PYL(x+) gi\'es: 
n(x) - r(x+) = d(x+) 
where n(x) = N(x)/ PYL(x+) , r(x+) = [P2(X+)-~(x+)]/ PYL(x+) and 
d(x+) = D(x+) / PYL(x+) . 
4.2 Allowing for migration 
:\1igration is allowed for by adding NM(.'\·+) to the growth balance equation as follows: 
D(x+) = ~(x+)+N(X)-P2(X+)+NM(x+) 
\vhere """,J(.'\'+) is the net number of in-migrants oyer the inter-censal period. Re-
arranging this equation yields N(x) - [P2 (x+) - ~ (x+)] + NM(x+) = D(x+) and di\'iding this as 











4.3 Allowing for differential census coverage and incomplete reporting of deaths 
Both the grO\vth balance equation and the growth balance equation allmving for migration 
require the true yalues to hold. So, the symbols used aboye refer to the true yalues and assume 
that there is no under-enumeration or misreporting. 
In practice, we would expect under-reporting and the equations that follO\v were 
deYeloped to deal precisely ,vith this situation. \X'e can rewrite the equations to allow for this by 
letting kJ and k1 represent the completeness of each of the first and second census respectively 
and (' be the completeness of the reporting of deaths. 
People aged ."\" and older at the first census, F.,* (x+) \vill equal kJ.F., (x+) where F., (x+) 
refers to the true \'alues. Similarly, estimated people aged ."\"+ years at the second census, P; (x+) 
will equal k1 ,P1 (x+), while D* (x+) will equal c.D(x+). Substitution and manipulation of the 
balance equation with an allowance for migration oyer inter-censal period yields: 
n * (x) - r * (x+) + nm(x+) = a + b.d * (x+) 
where a = [In(k k 2)] / t and b = (kJ k2 ) 05 / c . No completeness factors were applied to the 
estimated net in-migrants NM * (x+) as the approach assumes these to be correct. If this 
assumption ,vas not made, we would also require a completeness factor for net in-migrants. 
n * (x) - r * (x+) + nm(x+) was then plotted against d * (x+) and a straight line was 
fitted to generate estimates for both intercept, a and the slope, b, as suggested by L'nited Nations 
(2002) by setting the maximum of k; and k: equal to one. The smaller of these yalues then 
becomes a measure of relative completeness of the less complete census to the more complete 
census. 
_\s mentioned, the method only allows an adjustment for relati\'e and not absolute census 
undercount, though this is not a problem when estimating mortality rates as the completeness of 
deaths is also not absolute. Instead, completeness of deaths is estimated relati\'e to the census 
populations. Completeness of reporting of deaths c can also be estimated using the estimates for 
kJ and k2 and an estimate of slope b. 
Hill, Choi and Timxus (2005), howeyer, suggest that best estimates of adult mortality 
rates are to be generated using an approach that combines both the GGB and SEG methods. 
Here, they suggest that one apply the GCB method first to estimate the relati\'e under-
enumeration of the censuses and then to use these adjusted population estimates in the SEC 
method to estimate the completeness of reporting of deaths . 











4.4 Bennett-Horiuchi (SEG) Method 
The SEG method is based on the idea that a number of liyes at some point in time, t, will be 
equal to the sum of all subsequent deaths arising from this cohort up to \vhcn the cohort 
becomes extinct (Dorrington, Moultrie and Tim~us, 200-+). Rather than waiting until the whole 
cohort has died, the deaths and the population growth rates by age are used to estimate future 
deaths arising from the cohort (Cnited Nations, 2002). 
The SEG method was used to estimate completeness of recorded deaths. Population 
estimates as at the respective census nights p.. (x) and P2 (x) together \vith inter-censal deaths 
estimates D(x,5) were required. These were used to determine age-specific growth rates. The 
formula used to calculate rates r(x,5) but allO\ving for net in-migration is (L'nited Nations, 
2002): 
r(x,5) = [In(Pti, / p"od/)] / t - (NM (x,S) /[ p"'''i/ (x).Pti/ (x)f s) / t 
The SEG approach requires that estimates of N(x) be estimated from the estimates of 
the number of future deaths expected from the cohort age x nO\v where N(x) is the number of 
li"es that reach age.\; as before. The following equations as suggested by Cnited Nations (2002) 
together \vith the calculated age-specific growth rates r(x,5) were used to estimate N(x) as 
follO\vs Bennett and Horiuchi (1981): 
N(x - 5) = N(x).exp[5.r(x,5)] + D(x - 5,5).exp[2.5(r(x,5»] for age groups other than 
the open internl; and 
N(x) = D(x+). {exp[r(x+ ).e(x)] - ([r(x+ ).e(x)f /6)} for the open age internl x+ 
where e(.\) is the future expectation of life estimate for a person aged x years exactly. 
The equation for estimating the numbers at the age at which the open interyal starts 
requires an estimate of expectation of life estimate for liyes aged at that age. Since reliable 
estimates of e(x) are not available, an alternative approach, as described in CN Mallllal X (1983), 
\vas used to estimate N(x) for the open inteITaL Here, the number of people aged x was 
calculated using N(x) = D(x+ )exp[r(x+ ).z(x)] where N(x), D(x+) and r(x+) are defined as 
before and z(x) = a(x) + hex) + c(x).exp[ D( 45+) / D(l 0+)]. 
"\lthough the coefficients in Manual X were deri"ed pre-HI\' r\IDS and may not be 
wholly appropriate when estimating mortality in an HIV r\IDS em'ironment, it is assumed that 
the impact of the epidemic on mortality and the fact that a relatiyely high age (85) is to be used 
for the open interyal will limit the impact of any errors in the estimate of life expectancy that 
might arise. The \,\'est regional family coefficients were chosen in the absence of anything better 











Once N(x) haye been estimated for all age groups, these estimates are used to produce 
estimates of 5 N, where 5 N, represents the number of people in the age group .Y to .y+ 5. The 
equation, 5 N, = 2.5[N(x) + N(x + 5)] ,as suggested by Bennett and Horiuchi (1981), is used to 
<!II N I d N oh, h calculate 5 N, estimates, denoted 5 Ny . ObselTed 5 ,\'a ues, enoted 5 .\ ' were t en 
generated using the equation 5 N, = 5.(Pt'/ - PI"d/) / In(Pt'/ / PI""/)· 
These estimates of 5 N, yalues, 5 N~II ,were then diyided by the corresponding observed 
N~"/ 
5 N, nlues, 5 N~h' ,i.e. 5; 5 N~h' (Bennett and I Ioriuchi, 1981). Completeness of death 
registration was estimated to be some ayerage of these ratios. Bennett and I Ioriuchi (1981) 
suggest that the median value be used to estimate completeness. 
4.5 Estimation of inter-censal deaths 
~\ report on registered deaths for the period 1997-2001 was published by Statistics S"\ (2005). 
This report was based on information obtained from the death notitlcation forms receiyed by 
Statistics S"\ from the Department of Home Affairs (DH~\). 
Deaths are often recorded at the place where the death is registered and not the place of 
residence of the deceased (Dorrington, Moultrie and Tim;eus, 200~). So, it was necessary to use 
household deaths from the census when calculating pro\'incial mortality rates. Inter-censal deaths 
for adult ~\fricans by sex and fiye-year age group with open age interyal 85+ Viere required. 
Deaths by population group were not reported fully for each of the years 1997-2001 
(Statistics S.\, 2005). The death certificate ceased to ask population group of the deceased in 1991 
when the Population Registration Act was repealed (Khalfani et al, 2005), howenr, a new death 
notification form, which asked for population group of the deceased was deYeloped and 
implemented in 1998 (Statistics SA, 2005). Old forms were receind for recorded deaths in both 
1997 and 1998 resulting, along "lith a reluctance by some to record population group, in an 
incomplete record of population group. According to Statistics S~\ (2005), from 1999 onwards, 
information on population group was recorded on approximately 75 per cent of all forms 
received. 
Cnder-reporting of African deaths in the years 1997 and 1998 \vas suggested by the fact 
that reported deaths in years 1999,2000 and 2001 being significantly larger than those in 1997 
and 1998. The under-reporting of African deaths may ha\"e been due to both deaths not being 
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It \vas necessary to correct for the under-estimation of deaths in years 1997-1998 where 
such under-reporting was due to the absence of population group. 
Estimates of the number of inter-censal deaths, if taken directly from death notification 
data, as in Figure -U and Figure 4.2 would be understated greatly. The approach used to estimate 
"\frican deaths for calendar years 1996 through 2001 inclusive, using available death records, is 
described next. The application of the GGB and SEG methods )ields a single completeness 
factor to correct for the under-reporting of deaths over the inter-censal period. However, this 
research requires only an adjustment factor for those deaths in the year prior to the 2001 census. 
4.6 Estimation of deaths of adult Africans for the calendar years 1996-2001 
Recorded deaths data for years 1999,2000 and 2001 were used to generate estimates of the 
number of deaths for calendar years 1996, 1997 and 1998. The estimation approach also follows 
the \vork of Dorrington, j\Ioultrie and Tim;eus (2004) where deaths by sex and age group for the 
years 1996, 1997 and 1998 were estimated by back-projection techniques. 
"\ge groups were distinguished on the basis of the number of deaths and the ages where 
HIY r\IDS could be expected to have an impact. ~\verage deaths were assumed to apply to 
calendar year 2000 (ibid). Population estimates at each of the census dates were extracted using 
both census 1996 and census 2001 Community Profiles data sets. This approach was used where 
mortality rates were assumed to be largely constant oyer time. It would be inappropriate to use 
this estimation approach where mortality rates were increasing. 
Knowledge of the impact of the HIY / AIDS epidemic suggests that mortality rates were 
rising for ages 25-6-1- for males and 20-59 for females. To allmv for increases in mortality rates 
m-er time, exponential trends for each age group over these age ranges were fitted to the 
registered deaths data by sex and age group for years 1999-2001 (Darrington, ~Ioultrie and 
Tim;eus, 200-1-). The fitted trends were accepted only \vhere the trend was com-incing (\\ith an R2 
of at least 85 per cent) so as not to force an exponential trend on the rates (ibid). 
Figure -1-.3 and Figure 4.-1- plot the estimated numbers of recorded deaths of ,\fricans by 
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Fig,,'e 4-4 E.,im""d d""h< hy ~g" and l',,.r of d"ath, Mrican female s, J'>96-2001 
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~nibrly. de", lh, e,tim"ted for 'g<" O-! 9 yeO!, aod (fl-t ye"" for Afnc.n wom"n "Tf(' 
br",dy ,,,nibr over the e-akndar ,"car, j 9% 2fl() L . \1ric.n female d"ath, incm"ed hy yeor <>f 
death for oge' 20-59 yea" due to locreo;mg H 1 \ ' / .1. II lS mortaht), O",'r the ~w year p"ri()d_ 
\X1:t"", mnrt>.lity w", ""um"J [() Ix: con<tanl, aycrag" tlcath, In "'''''' 1 'Y)<)-200! were hack-










while exponential trends were tltted where the age-specitlc mortality rates \vere assumed to be 
increasing. 
The deaths were then converted from calendar 'Tars to estimates for each of the tlve 
inter-censal years with the tlrst year starting 10 October 1996. These deaths, in turn, were 
summed to estimate deaths o\Tr the inter-censal period. 
4.7 Completeness of deaths estimates 
The SEG approach adjusts reported deaths for completeness and this adjustment for 
completeness applies to all recorded deaths during the inter-censal period. "\n assumption was 
made that the adjustment required to correct for the under-recording of deaths need not be 
constant oyer the tlve year inter-censal period (Dorrington, ~foultrie and Tim;eus, 2004). This is 
in line \vith recorded deaths needing to be corrected both for under-count and for not recording 
population group of deceased. 
To allow for differential under-reporting of deaths by year, it \vas assumed (following 
Dorrington, l\foultrie and Tim;eus, 2004) that mortality of those in the group aged 65 and over 
shows no trend m'er time. Completeness by year was estimated (follmving Dorrington, Moultrie 
and Tim;eus, 2004) by assuming that the completeness changed linearly oyer the tlye year inter-
censal period in a \vay that ensured no trend in those 65 and older. The estimate of completeness 
applicable to the full inter-censal period was, thus, applicable midway through the interval. "\ 
trend line was tltted to the 65+ mortality rates and the completeness was adjusted to yield the 
best tlt horizontal trend line through the rates, this was suggested by Dorrington (personal 
communication) . 
The estimates of completeness for individual years are gi,'en in Table 4.1. To calculate 
mortality rates for the 12 months prior to 9/10 October 2001, only the completeness factor that 
applies to the year 2000/2001 was required. This factor was used to adjust the registered deaths 
to produce a best estimate of national adult <\frican deaths during the year. 
Table 4.1 Calculated completeness of death registration, adult Mricans by sex, 9/10 October 
1996 to 9/10 October 2001 
, 
Completeness of death registration I 
I 
1996/1997 1997/1998 1998/1999 1999/2000 
1 
2000/2001 
! Males 56.6% 58.1% 59.6% 61.1% 62.5% 
I 
Females 58.2% 60.0% 61.8% 63.6% 65.4% 











4.8 Generating adjustment factors for deaths in the year prior to census 2001 
The adjustment factors were age- and scx- specific and \vere calculated by comparing registered 
deaths for the year prior to the census corrected for incompleteness of registration to thc 
household deaths from census 2001 10% sample using the household \veights to gross up the 
deaths from the 10% sample. Thus thc adjustment factors arc applied to the household deaths to 
yield adjusted deaths at a national level. These factors can then used to calculate estimates of 
adult deaths for each of the provinces and for other sub-groups on the assumption that whether 
or not a household reponed a death as having occurred is independent of the sub-group into 
\vhich the household falls. 
Only adult mortality may bc estimated using these methods as the GGB and SEG 
methods both assume a constant level of under-reporting. It is to bc expected that the level of 
completeness of child deaths would be different from that of adult deaths. 












5.1 E s!imale d adjustme nt fa"lors 
.... pplication of ,h(' GGH m('lh,)(l ~"imaled lh~ 19')(, Cen'uS [0 be 9 J p~r ccll[ ,-,omple!e r"ariw to 
,hat of lh~ 2(XJ1 ,-en'u, 1n th~ ,-,.sc of ooLh .\frlc.n males and fem.les. whik applicanoll of th(' 
SEG m~Lhod pwJuce<l cstimM~s 01" compl,>lenc" of (j) per cent and 62 per «'[1l for ",.k anJ 
female adult H'I'\',,,,,,'d d('ath, m-cr the i",n clCnd perioJ H';p<'ctivdy. In ordcr to ~Sljma L c lht 
rciauw under-enurne,."on of [he l?% 10 dle 20(11 ctm"" II' (x) - r • (x-) + IIm(x+ ) "-d' 
plott('J 'g,im, d' (x+ ). r: rom ,hi" • ",..Aigl" lin" " jin~d anJ the inle",ep' of this line 1< ",~d to 
rdati"" 11l1Ck,_U111mnat10n_ \\'hik ,hi, wa, .lone tot bo,h mal~, mJ fem.le,. onh'. pl()l fo, 
mab j, indudtd below. as lh~ plol for fcmal~s is \ cry smtiiar. 
Fig""" 5.1 Plot of n(~) _ .-( ,+) +nm(~ +) agai""' d(~ +), Ar.-i<w. "'"..,. 
0 .14 .--------------, 
d{X') 
The,,' i, e""'a,,, '-e 'n the rOOn!, to which ,he, Mrnight hne" fined, '" the poi nt' are not 
ideally hn"'" .nd. as soch, lh~ estlmattS art arrr(),utn.ct. 
The CCT! method "-,, u'ed to cnrrect t"or the ,ei."w nnder-ellnm"ralmll. 11,"n ,he SEG 
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These ""tim""" of compk","c'S of r<"[lOrtill!'; of (karh, art· .Try low, but rdh:1 hoth lh ' 
LJ11th r<,["''';111'\ of de"' h, ~l1d toc u[l(kr ""porting of popula lion group o! de",h, 1 hOI w,",o 
tt1,mleJ. lhc,e were Lh " :n-eragt l-"t~s of ('Otnl,ler",,,,,, fo, Lhe (jv~ year Ollle-r-c-eIl,"l p<'noo. Ir 
",os ,1;0 fonnel ,hot the recordillt of reported <1.,.,111 , ''''proved over th e f,,-.,. y"ar pe";od. 11", 
",bdauoll of ,hes< e' Lin","s of ('()mplel<ne;, opplicahle to deach, in the yeo, prior [0 the ('('11"" 
;, ,hen]""l in Char ter 4. '11",,,,· ""ima!", of cornp['" me" wen, (,3 P'" ecrU "nd (,5 per emL lor 
moles and [em,]"" ,espe('tiwiv. 
were compareJ lo h",,,,,,holJ deal h, [<om the cemu, {Don-ingl()", "Ioldlrit "nJ TitlJ",u" 21.)(4;" 
II,. companne {h~ reeJ8{~reJ dealh, corr~c,~J for compietelles. of J eoth registration [0 'he 
hou,choid deaths from ,he census, ,djustmen, roetoR fo r househol d &",h, were "kulol£d. It 
de",h,,, lhe i~vei ot- repo,ung ot- <kaths by hou,choiJ by pro'J11C< was assumnl {o be the "Ille. 
Th" approach ""'ght to ,dju", r<'[lofted household death , from {he (en"" TO yield <,<tim""" of 
all J~",h, o\"tO" lh~ period. :'<.J, th~ calc,,jal~d "diU,' m<111 factOr> ,houid cotn'Cl for ho' h loc i<,yd 
of mlS_repornng of household de'th, an d an)' UlSmU1l0nal d,' at h, nOl ,,,",,orded Il1 (~nsU:3. Th~ 










Fi!( ,,'e 5.3 F.,rem of compl~ '~ n~" ofhomchold death. in the U m un,h" pri u< to 9/10 Oc,o",", 
2001, adult Af,icans 
O.U 
c • 0 • c • C • '" • '" • 0 • 
, 
• , , ;;; " 6 , " '" , , '" '" '" , , , 0 , 0 , 0 " 2 0 , " , , • • , , , , 
Ago group 
--+- M"le, ____ Fe.,-.", 
I )i,,<:I'ng h(~,,~hold death, by the bod of compld~ne" ",ill )"ldd be" ",wmte, of th,-
~nmh", ofhon;ehold death, 10,· >ub-group. From me .bow, "." coo s ... ,hot ,he ,elari,"," 
completene» li)r young adults is lll!;h. '11,. hlrh lenl of ""portlOg"t the y(~mge r age; mighl l>c 
due LO Lh~se death, !oemg reported by mul"pl~ ho",ehold, until ,ge> ~\ which they are co~,id~r~d 
to he li"ng in thei, Own hom~'. 'j he comple<eoe" e'tIll,,!e< o'e ,k-nved "'\~I': the ",utnption 
lhal ,he 1",·<-1 of .. poru~r of inter-ceo,,1 death, IS con,mnr "'-('1: the adulL .ge, .nd IlllS mi!;h! "ot 
hold here at the lowe"t ,~~' group, 
5.2 Comp .. ,;.on of mo,,~I;ty mtes w;,h those "r Dorfing",n, l\h,"ltri e and 'j'im",,,s 
lb •• dult , \fnc"" mortahty rate, deri,-"l lr;- thi, re,eatch wen, compared LO those produce-d b,-
DorringlOn. Moultrie and Tim"'''' (200 .. ;. in order to detenrune wh.,her i,,, possihle to pf(xl"ce 
~'wnale, WlllCh "PP,o"lll,"<ed ,hoH from ,h. nlll C'~"J" da'" l"ing the ,ample dar. '""[<. 
Mort.h!y (',nmote, d('ri,"<'d h\ ,hi, re,ea,ch wen, "Imo<i identic"loa ,hose d",-doped USl1lr !h. 










Figure 3.4 Compari,oll of 'h" calcula,,,d monal;,y ,a'" e ,,;ma .. , u ' ;"g d,e 10% , ample a"d 
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Compari'on o[ the calmla,eJ mo!l,jj ,,, r",,, ind;c"'-, that mortality rnt~s. caiculou,d loy 
this research, gon Illgher ""tes a' working "g~' :Xl-54 ye,"', ,hhoul'-h ,he lIIorL>l;ty" ,he oIJ", 
a.~~" ;, higher ~." th,w, calcu Jated 10\ Dornngwn, l\IOlJme and Ti"""", p n .}. imporlanlly, thi, 
re,~"rch h .. u,ed moll, re~ent de"h, no,i ji~ation' ,h I> and could b., ""''1' as pw\"idmg. ,el O)f 
updated monahl." esWn.l.es as mor~ wmplete ,1", wa~ ",,,d. TI><- high,,, mOT" loT}' ,how" loy 
Oorrillgtml, \iouit ri" and Tima'u, <:!I.X14) "' th" older age, j, d"e 10 the [aci ,ha[ 'he a,,,hon; 
gradua[ed ,he,~ "\l~' to proJuce highn "t<" to co"'p"nSJ[e for po ' Slble.f«' ~x.wrauon, \\'ork 
hy Dorrmg!On (personal conllnllllicaLion; repl;cating Oo'mlgton, \ Iouitrie .",1 Tim~'u' (2(1)4) 
bu, uSlnl'- th" Statisllc, SA de .. h ,1 ... !eprod"c~d, ,umo'l exanly, the ~"ima[(-' of ,hi, ",,,,oem. 
"lll"s the highe, morlality or tlK: you ng ,duits. panic"iarh" f"maks aged 25 to) -14 y",s, is Ihe 
",,,,it o[b.-ner cknh nouficallon dala ,md nol ,he hn LluL th" UP," " ""'pie w" ""xl. whik the 
reH"" .1 ,he oIJ~, "ge, He due ,0 th" her that rat~' c.lculated fL!~ lllll~r"duaL~d, 
5.3 P,m'incial mortali,y rales 
. \; rea,onal~e num"litv "t" estimate, c.n be d~t1ved uSIng th(" 10% ,"tnple, mort"lity "",e< by 
pr'","Ulc~.re estim.led 10,· applying: lhe ,dju"ment bcwrs d~wloped ""rlier to ".lull Jnlh, by 
pr()\'ince md by d;,,~Jing tk,,· ~orreC[ed death" by a""'"g:t: person year< liveJ 
1'.";[1'''1<',1 mO)rtahl\· role; by pnJ\'in~e. ,n ,nd ,g:t" "TTl' ,kriy"d ,"d a", g,,"en in Fig-ure 










Fi!(ur~ 5.5 Estima,,,d mortality 
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The- 11ll,,,'cn panertl nl' \ nbwily ot mortality ratc ",rima«" pa!Ucularlv a I lh~ oI,kr ag~' i, 
due, l!l pal", 10 ,k ,mall nllmh", of d<:oths at ,hnse ages, Tbi, i, tn,,,,t n(),icc~hlc for ,he- we and 
r-;c wben:, ;(" ,he h"",., mortahtT al age group 70 7 ~ is g,,·atcr du.n that for 75 79 while lhal 01 










The \,\'C, GT and LP lie below the national estimates \vhile NC, FS, N\\' and MP ha\'e 
similar mortality to the national estimates. FS experiences slightly higher mortality relative to the 
national a\,erage oyer the younger ages and below national rates of mortality oyer the older ages. 
For .\frican males, I<ZN and EC have high mortality rates in excess of the national rates. \\'C 
and GT ha\'e the lowest mortality rates for the 12 month period oyer 15-6-+ years. But, \\'C has 
yery high mortality, in excess of the national rates, for ages 65+, suggesting that reporting is a 
function of proyince and age. If so, it would be inappropriate to apply the same adjustment 
factors to each sub-group. 
High mortality rates for K.ZN relatiye to the national a\'erage, particularly over the 
working ages, might indicate the impact of HIV /"\IDS on mortality. EC has high mortality 
relati\'e to the national rates over 15-5-+ years while experiencing similar rates to those of the 
national estimates at the older ages 55-85+ years. NC has similar mortality to the national rates 
m'er the age range 15-5-+ years but relatively high mortality at the older ages. K.ZN has the 
highest rates of all nine provinces. \X'e see that LP, particularly for females, has low mortality 
\vhen compared to the country as a whole, Dorrington, ~Ioultrie and Tim;cus (200-+) comment 
on the relatively low mortality in LP and suggest that the mortality rates for LP are understated, 
.\dult .\trican females, while experiencing lower absolute rates, experience similar relative 
patterns of mortality by proyince, The \\'C, GT and LP lie below the national estimates over the 
age range 15-59 years while NC, K.ZN, NW and EC lie abm'e the national estimates, MP 
experiences yery similar rates to the national a\'erage oyer the same age range. There is less 
nriation about the national estimates relative to males and \ve see that the \\'C, FS and K.ZN 
experience high mortality rates compared to the country as a whole at the older ages. 
5.4 Univariate analyses 
\\"e now im'estigate mortality rates for different sub-groups (other than by prm'ince) to see 
whether mortality differences exist for different socio-economic groups, This requires that we 
assume that the adjustment factors that apply at a national level also apply to different sub-groups 
of the national population, i.e. that the reporting of deaths by households is independent of the 
socio-economic sub-groups. "\lthough this is quite a strong assumption, there is no eyidence to 
guide us on this and this seems reasonable as the default assumption. 
For example, the approach assumes that when considering mortality by the education 
leycl of the household head, the same adjustment factor to correct for the mis-reporting of 
deaths should be applied to households where the household head has incomplete primary 











that the socio-economic categories that apply at the census night applied in the 12 months 
preceding the census. 
The mortality file in the 10% sample gi\'es very little information on the deceased, 
rele\'ant information to this research includes only age and sex of the deceased. However, 
household nriables can be linked to individual death records by the common nriable seria/no, 
which is a unique number assigned to each household in the Census 2001 data set. So, this allows 
us to link a variable such as type of toilet in the household to the specific death record from that 
household where a death occurred. 
Socio-economic groups were determined by the nriables in the 10°'0 sample. Variables of 
interest included: whether a household was situated in an urban or rural area; various household 
characteristics such as income le\'el of the head of the household, employment status of the head 
of the household, and educational status of the head of the household; and access to services; 
main power source used for cooking; toilet facilities; and access to piped water. These socio-
economic variables are chosen in line with both evidence that mortality differ by these categories 
and the anilability of data. 
?--.Iortality rates were developed by extracting household deaths for each socio-economic 
group by age and sex. These deaths were corrected for under-reporting using the adjustment 
factors calculated earlier and were then divided by an estimate of population of the respective 
socio-economic group as the mid-point of the period of 12 months prior to the census night. 
The mid-year population estimates were derived using the 1996 census, corrected for 
relative under-enumeration, and 2001 census 10°/0 samples where \'ariables across censuses were 
consistent. \\'e assume that the adjustment for census coverage and completeness of deaths 
applies equally for each socio-economic sub-group. "\ge-specific growth rates over the inter-
censal period were used to project the socio-economic population estimates as at 9/10 October 
2001 exactly six months prior to the census night. 
The population group of the deceased is not included in the mortality data set and so was 
estimated using the household variable POPgrollP, which is the majority population group within a 
household (Statistics S"~\, 2003b). Person weights and household \veights were used to scale up 
the respective population and deaths accordingly. 
?--.Iortality rates by specific socio-economic groups were estimated for adults aged 15 years 
and older, though age ranges for which estimates were calculated were truncated where the 
exposures were very 10\V' and the results appeared implausible . .\Iortality rates were estimated for 
those le\'els of \'ariables where it was thought that the level of the \'ariable would have a 











um'I'\,al, for these rn[Jos Wtre deyeloped ,,"'ng the morroli,y ""',, Th" wnlidmcc ml<:n',,]' were 
denwd usmg th e assufnption lhol <:katl" han- 0 P')l"nn di"rihuriDn, Le, Jc,d" ba'T equal mean 
dt'ri ,ed for GOlh tht· numerator and denominator, which w",e ,hen used ta <:k,,,ee ranoom 
",Umate; of tl,., ro~o. '1 he CClnGdence ltlternis "eere ,hm d"nnd u"ng ,imubtioll ",chniqu~,. 
['or ag<--' 0,0 co (,<) rcar<, th" e,rimm~J coniidmc~ im~n'al s art· approxlInatc-ly Df width --Ito Ii I",r 
cent, al 'I' rClXlIll'te1r ~ ta 7 I'tr ('ent far 'g"s 70 tf) '--1,ee"s and 'pproxlm,l<-ly -" I,) R P'" c~nl for 
oge ' ~5 'a ''!lee '", '" 'Ilch, if a Mio ("I"al,o 011~ Ii," in thi, 'nl~rnL tl,cn lht· raLio io not 
,i~~litic.ntly tlifft'rm, to on~. Of COuto". lhe o)n,ideratiDn of lhe SoCm-eCDno!lllC foetors th,t 
foliow i, illnitt·d lD tl""e "r,aGh Included in the W % ,ample and"" cannot be ",en tCI Ix· , 
complete llitillg of tho", f"wr< ,h" 'mpoct mmtality kn-k 
5A.1 Enufllcmtion area (urban/rural) 
l\jon"li,y rate" might Ix: t'xpcCl~d 10 tliffcr lx:'Wt·cn tll(),e lil-1ng in muan .rt·" and tl",s~ It 'Hlg "' 
rural .rt·" slnee "",io-economie It'ing "audard,. in particular aCee;; tD heal,h core faciline" 
W"Ole dj;I)(I"qllIlluau"~' and ,e\',e"t<'. m'" djffer ,iglllikantly. '1'0 lIln;uf.'te whether, ,no",iL,\, 
diff.-rmtial Joc, eXl>! hl' ,,, .. hether an ar~a" ,n urnon an'a "r nm, mmtal;,l' r"t~' for Goth urhm 
onJ ru r,,] ar~a, wcn: derived u,ing d", appma~b Jcocnbcd ~arlicr. , \T~'" wen: wc"k:d", urban 
Ga;eci Dn wlktlkr lhe IlDu;.ehold i, 1Il an are-. da"i!led aj urban l!l 1 <)<)6 (S,an;ue, S.\. 21X13) 
Age_ allri ,,-x_ specif'c moriali,, __ "te< for ,duit ,U"'c'''' bl' urhon_"",l n·"dcnn· "Trt· 
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'rh6e rau"s l!lJjc~le Ihal lhe mortah" rme, for those hlllg 11\ urhan ",,'as "re tight<-r 
lh"n their ruml (("'"terp"r!> fnr much nf th" wnrking "1\" ,-"ng'- Thi, ui/f"rme<- appem.; to b~ 
I~" rnarkC'J t6r 'c1nal~,. Ra'~, O\Tr a.,:~ W appelr to b~ hi,[')"r in ,he urhm areaS, T"'r~cularl}' for 
fem.l", ~llhough for m.l" the Me, are ,uhJecl to mndnm v,,,,ation due to 'mall numl",,, . 11llS 
,-e;ult ;eem, 1mphUSlble. \\'e w, mld "Xp<'Cl rural f"mak, to b,- a' a <.1i,,<.1"'111'I--'" 10 ,heir urb~n 
coun"-rp~r" in """" of inc, >me .n<.1 ~cce" to healrh !;'cililie, and ,,'e <.1rinkin.,: waler, 
110wewr, il is poo;sible lhal the 'ame odjumnellt iaWlrS ,hnulcl not he applied [(' urha" 
"nd nH'fll fem"le J eath, for the older age group', 1n p"]"[icu1o'-'l '" fX"'Slble thor ",me ",,,1 p,copk 
,nove to 11fl"" area, for he:drli ,ervice,_ 
. \ d, ",er look al Ihe distribLLtion or !'ctnal~ hC"Aue,,' hou,~hold, bl urban/ru,.,,) ,plil mighl 
expl.tIl <iu, ,"omatl, 'n", adju,tmem f"cwrs orr/ied Ilugl" be Illapprn p""te ,hould nH'fll 
household, he worse., rcpoHlng f..,-n,k d<-"hs 1n ,he hou,ehold 
rig"T[- ".1\ plot< th<- proporli, >n of 'emalc_he,ue<.1 hou",hold, b\' '.,:e 01 household head 
16r both LLrban and rLLral arC"A>, It can be seen lhallhcre i; a gre-"tet jJwporuOtl of female he.ded 
• household to rep<lfl a death in the 12 mOllth, prior '0 lbe cen,us m,[')l~ lbe hOLLsehold m,"t 
he~d '~~" W~ tHighl expc'" lh~ ,ub,c"<jLLenl Jj""l",i, m or lh" hOLL,ehold wilh r~rnaining 
memhe" jOlll\Ilg mher households, In lum, lhat J ea,h wIll mo;! pw]y"hly go ullreport~cl, 
,-e;ulti"g 1n • ["""ihle umkrcouIH nf km.le ,kath,.t .ge ,he older 'g"'ll the ruml .reas, 
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lmpormnrir, ,h, Yaflahk;, hkely to prov;de an appwpriale measure of ,he exlenl I)f 
elecmncation, " 'h;ch;, pcrhap' !!lOre a rdlccuon '"public &ector &ernce deli,-"", and p(A;cy than 
any mea'lLre 01 mcil)-tconomic status, 
'-422 ,\luiR t''''''' 'I'm",,, ""dfr ,ooki~( 
Ekctnciry "+,,,n u,ed lur lighting purpose"< is a hiehl} econotnlCal power «"-tr,e an J the nri..ble 
,min pow"" ""urce tor lightine n"eht J:", """d ", proxy '-or the el , ctrincati()n olhou,tholeis , 
1 lowever, ekcmc1l), becl)me, e~p<'n"'-e rebt;,.. to od\('r IXlwer ,Ouret ' WhC~l u&ed Il)r h eann~ 
ptL'T'()Se,_ In ,Jd;,i()n, electrieily a, Iht I'ru""'y JX)"'~r source for cooking .1,1) 'mphe, ()",-nerohip 
()! cert,in electrical good. (t.e, .Iove. onn). '1 hes. arc borh an ind ic ,tion of hi~her income or 
"'~allh which mi~hl J:", expected TO be '''I)c"" d with hRht"r m: )rt"litv. The r~ti(), 01 !!lOnalil)' 
,.,,,,, are RIVen ;n l'iRurc _; . I n_ 
Fig-ure 5.10 R~,io of mu,,~ l i '} t",~. fot hou,,·hokl. u<ing electricity'" main power sourC'C for 
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,hal do not usc d" ccnci tl for cooLine up to at'" 59, Once more, We C.11 see a degree 1)1 nltldom 
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~-\s such information is not available, we consider instead variables for the household 
head, defined to be the chief decision-maker or main source of income in a particular household 
(Statistics S"-\, 2003b), as identified by respondents in the 10°0 sample, assuming that these 
nriables prm"ide some indication of the socio-economic class of the deceased. This is not a 
perfect solution, the ,"ery concept of household headship, as discussed by Budlender (2003), has 
significant shortcomings. This assumption is made in the absence of being able to make a better 
assumpuon. 
5.-!-.3.1 Employment J'totuJ' of the hOIl.fe/lOid head 
Employment status is an important socio-economic determinant ,vith mortality differentials, in 
particular, between those living in households where the head is employed and those where 
he/ she is not employed. 
l\Iortality rates were derived both for lives with employed household head, as per the 
expanded definition, and for lives with household head not employed as at the census night. The 
expanded definition does not require that an individual has taken active steps to find employment 
(Statistics S~-\, 2003b). 
~-\s the household head is expected to be the main source of income for the household 
(Statistics S"-\, 2003b) we would expect the household head in almost all circumstances be a 
member of the economically active population, i.e. employed or, if not employed, ,villing to work. 
For the purposes of this research, the reference category of li,"es ,vith household head not 
employed (as opposed to unemployed) includes all those lives where the household head does 
not have formal employment either because that person is unemployed or is younger than 15 
years or older than 65 year or is not formally employed for some other reason. Here, the 
argument is not that the deceased would have had the same employment status as the household 
head, but that li'"ing standards and hence mortality might differ by the employment status of the 
household head. Cnfortunately this approach includes those in households where the household 
head is a retiree as being not employed and it is also possible that households \vhere the 
household head is not employed may still have rclati,"ely high income le,"els. For one, those that 
have reached retirement age are eligible for a state old age pension, but there could also be other 
sources of non-employment income. 
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A!J* 9'OUP 
__ Malo, ~ Fe'lla",' 
The ,01,m ;nci;c"(' 'ho' the m()rtoh,,- "t- tilasc' h"ng In ho",,~h()ld, "'here the head;' 
=p]"y.J is 'ignilk, ntly lighter Ip~r~C\Jb rly m-er the work'''R '!""J than thot of th",,, king In 
household, wherl' lh~ hl'~J i, llL1l'l!lpl"V~J 
s.n_] 
'rbe level of completed educalKln mif.ht I~: a,wcial~J wilh !IlOrlalil.) a, Wl' nrc", boLh" 
h(~"dwlJ', e~rtl.ing' porc"t;"'l ond "~L1<hrd of hving to ; ncr .. ,,~, J II ",her th'ng' b~lnR "'l",i, "' 
)'C".Lr> of WlIlplcll'J !orrnal edLLCanO!l of the hou,cholJ 11<." J jncrc~",,_ A< "wh, "dllC"~()n mi",ll1 
lK' " proxy of w~"lth "nd w<:i(HCOnOffilc ,LLnlS, Secondly, CdlJCaL10Il rnir.h I be'Ll'" ","able- people 
to oeCl'," h.,.lth infoll110tJon ond ""yin', (Cutler, ))~"'()n and Ue,",-l\1uney, 2(06)-
Ckarly lh~ ~Ju~auon,1 ,wu, of the householJ he',J. p'mcubrlv 111 0 South ~ fnc"n 
contleX,. h", m hml1Jtion" as" onea,ure of ",Jucauonal al~UIlrnml of,11 hou""holJ l!KOnlk", It;, 
c~!uinly p'",jble, for ex'mpk, in" hou,ch"ld "'!J"re ,he h"useholJ heaJ has incotl1p1c[t 
,", col1Jar) ,·Ju~auon fo! lh~r~ «) k hOll",hokl 'TK'mb"" ,,"h ,cr/i",,, quail fica"ons. 'n" is 
portimhrly ,ekv"nl In SOll1h .\ fnca !'tIven the llamu education anJ !!ligh' c~nainly l~ad to ,h~ 
nriabk nol being ,igfliiic~nt. \x"'ile ,'ducatiol1ol "ltainnoent of the hou>chold h~aJ nUthl nO[ 
"""e "" a pro", fOl: lh"l of olhn hou,~holJ rnemlx'", it might 1,,-, a n",rtal",- n,k factor for 
hou",hold l11<:mlKrs. J,.,e to pO;'lble we"lth df,""", anJ ,hollid c.., i,"'''',~~tc'd_ So. 'pm ~n 
Muc,"ono I I"vel IS not "SSii!lleJ to Iwu,e1wlJ rnl'l!lb~r:. bo.,~J on the e'Jllc~~on~1 ~""nmcn, of 
the ho"".holJ hc"d. I kt~, we ,~ek to 'N' the- ,'J'IC,n,,"a] orcainmen! of the hou>eholJ h~aJ 10 










l h e compleLed edu,,".clO<l ""r",ble in the I(f.-o ,ampl ~ d,,, "" is very d""ilcd, rwm ll"" 
we divided the homehold, into three d"ll11('t ,"b-~rc~lP ', mmdy ,h"", when- lh" head ollhe 
h(~",'hold had "illcomplete l,rirIlan'\ which ",-""i,{, of no [ormal 'chf)(~lnR {hroIJRh to G ",k fi 
or ilS e<JWya.\cnl, "l1lcomphe s"'(~ldary" ",-h1Ch " Gr.d. 7 to G r,de 1 I or i" "y"iHl"tll' and 
"comple{eJ secondary" or Grade 12 or .'lu"·alen{ and hiRhrr. \.('fliiic,'", ,, ~j diploIll>' al~AiIleJ 
wnh I." ,h.n Grad. 12 were RroUl"'d in Hlcompl.,. s~",~"bry_ ro r "x'mpk, ,ho,,- wi,h high .. 1 
educo[l()n~1 "t'II1Lll'"'' of G ,,,,k- 7 would I", cb"ified " incompleLe otcol1Jary, 
TIll' educatioo "aruble refefS to compleled level of ewcation and not current 1",-.1 of 
.duco[lon, which C(~lhll", diff" r"m wh",,, th" 1""<011 i, ,till "'m~kd ill fnrmal edlJ<:atioll , 
II"wc."",!, lhi, i, 110ll"obltmatic a' il i, likd, Ihal the hOll,d,old head " no I",tt''' .moll .d In 
form,1 education and due to th" R'(~ lp'nR of \'<Om; of "dllc~,i(n ri~u,e 5.12 al1d rigure 5,\3 
,how mo,,~li,Y 'w, 'Olio, fo! hoth male, al1d f[,mak, U) cO<lll,leLeJ lenl of eJ ucallon 01 the 
hOll,eh(~d head 
Fig!l,e ';_12 R,uio of n~)"" l iI) '''l~" I~ "ompld~d ed""ari,,,, I~"~I of hou,ehokl he:>d to tho.e ,,~lh 
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F;g"t~ 3_ 13 R~u" or '"""al;,y t"t~< b) co"'pleted educ~ri. <1\ level or bou<ebold be~d to those with 
""'umplete prim~t;-; fcrnak. 
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lh. morlality ratios for b(l[h mal.., anJ fe",ale, were ltllnc",,,,-i al at'" (/l "ea,. Sine. the 
numb.rs ilteorn(' too ,m,1I ,0 produ,. u<oful remlt,_ I',,,-.,,hel.<,, the fL!'(ur.< ,bow 111di,ot. 
01' the hOll,~hold head, lhour.h ll'e mortality Jifferemial is r.r'""test for ",ales and that completed 
increa"d standard olli,-ing ",-,,, typically lhoughl ", han kd to lighter mort,lil" in lb" "arly 1 'X~),; 
(Gospari ,nd \\'001[, 1985;" l"conl<' bod, al<' a 1'.0od lndica lOr of, la"daN olli,;ing Jui,];, 
Ilow!".'Cr, the incom" n,iahk in til<- tiff" <ample da" "" is no' ,,'thout ie< drawback. 
1 he "fere"c~ p'"''-''' " I<'quired to p,o.-ide Inlo,maLion On ll'e ,non lhl\, or annual income [or 
ea,h hou,ehold member by <electing the "h,y oond, os d('tenruned by S,auslie, ~\, that i, m05' 
appropria,,, for "aeh bou,,,bold ''''miltr. Of CO)l'''e, tbe re<p<>nd"n[ Illlgh' not know the pr"'>e 
Kond ''''O<Hlrs or mirJll ilt unwillint; lo dimlr.e <lIch informacion, 1 n mm' ea,,,,, w" !'Xl'cc' ,h" 
inf(mnatio_" pr,-,,~ded hv ,he r"p'.lnd(,ll t tn ilt an "'11m,te. '1 he-e e,tima<e, mir.ht differ 
,ub"anLiilly from 'he actual inco[J1"'_ A< "Kh, a~ incom'ct tnC01"" oond m'gbt be ,elened hy 
,h,' ""jXmd"n'_ S"n'lle< SA provides. <wte "U[lO,,;"1'. use,. o[ the 1 (fi:, "mpl~ \\'h~n analy,ing 
,110 incom. ,-",.ble (Statistic, S.<\, 2003bj and lhus the vaJ.1aHe, at Ix"', ,houtd only lK u""d"," 










For tilt: purposes of thi' . nal" i>, we sub-dIvIded ad11h .\fnc.n; u110 (\\'0 group', nameh 
tho,e ,nth household he.d ""h income of 7"'0 to 1(9 ({(I per ,nnum .,nd those ""h h(~"ehoid 
he.d with income In cxcc" of R~ (flO per anLlum. "i, rc",oLl~b1c to npect lh~1 in tIlO" e,""e, 
the indI\'ilhll ,,-jth the large;! mear!)" in a household 10 )", the hou;ehold head, ill hne wi,h th~ 
definllion of ,he h(~"ehol d head (Swcisci" SA, 2fXJ3b) 
\[ort,litv rono, for both " " Ie, and f",mles, by HlCOme le\-e! of the hou,ehold he,d, "e 
given in Fi~"-lre S_t~. 
Fig uno 5. 14 R,,, ;o of mort"li,,· mte . of tho. ,: ~,'ing in hou, eholds where the hco.d carll> [nore dun 
R~ 600 per annum to tho.e of other hou,ehold , 
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"gain. mort,lirt- rMe, , re ,,"ne'ted due ,0 the low llumlx" at ,he olJer age;_ 
Nenrthel~", i, is dear that rnonalit, We, arc ,jgniiican,h- lighte r for Ix."h ,,,,,I., .Ild fem.ies 
mTr lS_~0 yeors h\'lng III household, where the he.J e.nb ill exe." of R~ (,0) per .nnum than 
tho>e where ,he hou,ehol J hcad c,rn, Ic" , The morta lin- differential herv.·..,n inc~'me lenls i, 
greate't for male,_ with ,he gteaLest c"lInated diffe rence for males 0"",<1 .. O--.. ~ yea" "ith , 
mort"lll\' rotio of only 24 per cem. 'Ill!' anal) ""'< ;C't',g""" tha I the JIleutue kvd 0\ the hou,dlOlJ 
hL-du i, a ,i!,-nJtic.nt ",k f""or with re,pecc tu oJllI, mOrt.lily. 
5 .~.4 A"'r age hOll.ehold me mher ",",Orr,.. 
,\n im'e'"gal Lon of mort, liT,. "te' fo, group" of ~\-es Je\"Clop~d u,iug .,·crage hou,ehold 











\\bile there exists strong evidence that the le\'el of mortality is associated with income of 
the household head, i.e. that mortality rates are lighter \vith higher income, analysis of income of 
the head of household income alone docs not capture total household income nor the number of 
household members. ~\ll things being equal and ignoring possible economies of scale, we expect 
large households to require larger household incomes than smaller households so as for all 
household members from each household to be equally well off. L sing income le\'e! of the 
household head alone does not reflect total household incomes fullY. 
In order to derive estimates of ayerage income per household member this research 
follows the approach suggested by Statistics S"\ (2003b) .. \s indiyidual incomes are given in terms 
of income bands in the 10% sample, one needs to apply an appropriate income point estimate to 
each band. Fixed income values per band are prO\'ided by Statistics S"\ (ibid). These values are 
considered to be reasonable and are used to de\'elop estimates of income earned by each person. 
Indi\'idual incomes are then summed across all members within a household and the total is then 
di\'ided by the number of household members. This is done for each household. This approach 
and the subsequent analysis implicitly assumes that total household income is distributed equally 
across all household members, in the absence of anything better. In reality, one would not expect 
household income to be shared equally amongst all household members. Indeed, income 
distribution among household members might be associated \vith the re!atiye age of each 
member. For example, one might expect a larger share of total household income to go to both 
yery young and yery old members where health costs are relatiyely high. By assuming that each 
member gets an equal share, this approach does not take into account the age composition of the 
household, but neyerthe!ess gives a rough measure of rclatiye socio-economic status. 
Households are then divided into three groups depending on the !eye! of the ayerage 
household income per member. These are: households \vith ayerage income per member of less 
than R3 000 per annum, households with average income per member of R3 000 to R6 999 per 
annum and households \vith average income per member in excess of R7 000 per annum. 
;\fortality rate ratios, \vith reference to mortality in households with a\'erage income per member 
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older \vith a\'erage household member income in excess of R 7 000 per annum are between 20 per 
cent and 60 per cent of mortality rates for those with a\'erage member income of less than 
R3 000 per annum. For females, there appears to be signiticant random nriation at the older 
ages, so the deri\'ed rates for ages in excess of 54 rears while included but are uncertain. 
From the aboye, both the level of income of the head of household and ayerage 
household income per capita yield similar results. In Chapter 6, \ve im'estigate \vhether both 
income le\'el of the household head and a\'erage income explain mortality differences when 
considered together. 
5.4.5 Piped water and household toilet type 
~fortality might be expected to be linked to access to safe drinking water and a working 
sanitation infrastructure. Cutler, Deaton and Lleras~~funey (2006) argue that mortality improves 
in line \vith improyements in the water supply as exposure to water~borne diseases falls. Piped 
\vater implies some leyel of water quality, i.e. the yariable is an indicator of the quality of drinking 
water, while for household toilet type, a flush toilet implies that the household has access to a 
working sewerage infrastructure. An analysis of adult mortality by both access to piped water and 
by household toilet type follows. 
5.-1.5.1 A,"((?JJ to piped water 
Piped water in South Africa is safe to drink and is accessible where appropriate infrastructure 
eXists. 
C sing the access to piped water \'ariable in the 10° '0 sample, \ve deriyed three groups. 
These are: households with access to piped water by tap either in the household structure or in 
the yard, households with access by means of a community stand, and households without access 
to piped water. ~Iortalit:y rate ratios for these groups \vith reference to households with no access 












Fig-me 5.17 Ra,iu "r ,,,,,,,ality r~te. of 'h"'" ,,;,h 'cc~ .. '" piped water tn Ih" • • uf ,h",. without 
accc ,", rnok. 
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mortality for lives from households without a flush toilet. The results become unreliable for both 
males and females beyond 59 years owing to small numbers im"oh"ed. 
5.4.6 Wealth 
.\s the income \"ariable in the 10% sample is not without its drawbacks, a household asset index 
was developed as a proxy for wealth. This index was developed using principal components 
analysis, follO\ving the approach outlined by Filmer and Pritchett (1998), in which a \veighted 
linear combination of the asset variables considered is generated (StataCorp, 2007). 
Principal components analysis allows for a reduction in the number of variables, provided 
these \"ariables are correlated, by developing one or more linear combinations of the correlated 
Yariables (StataCorp, 2007). The correlation matrix for household assets is given in Table 5.1. 
Table 5 1 Correlation matrix for variables to be used in asset index 
Own ! Own Own Own Own 
Own radio 
television I computer refrigerator telephone cellphone 
Own radio 1.000 0.379 0.164 0.361 0.254 0.253 
Own television 0.379 1.000 0.258 0.626 0.434 0.374 
Own computer 0.164 0.258 1.000 0.285 0.419 I 
0.367 
Own refrigerator 0.361 0.626 0.285 1.000 0.495 
I 
0.396 
Own telephone 0.254 0.434 0.419 0.495 1.000 I 0.310 
I 
I 
Own cell phone 0.253 0.374 0.367 0.396 0.310 1.000 
Source: Census 2001 10°0 sample data set 
Clearly access to many of the household goods in the table above can be expected to be 
highly correlated with whether the households have electricity as their main power source for 
lighting. "\s such, the development of an asset index to rank households in order to de\'elop 
different socio-economic categories for the purpose of im"estigating possible mortality 
differences might be of little benefit due both to the fact that electricity as the main power source 
for lighting can be expected to be highly correlated to the assets and that electricity as the main 
pO\ver source for lighting was considered earlier in this chapter. 
The first principal component was then calculated for each household in the 10% sample 
using the statistical software programme ST1T1 10 (StataCorp, 2007). The index is linear and 
includes the mean of each of the individual asset \"ariables. "\ssets used were re-coded as follows: 
one if the household had the item as at the census date and zero if not. By construction, the 











Households were divided into quartiles using the index. The wealthiest quartile for all 
households \vas identified. \'"e then used the index to rank households based on household 
assets. The component loadings developed are given in Table :;.2 that follows. 
Table 5.2 Component loadings and summary statistics for variables used in developing the first 
I 200110°;' I prtnclpa component, census ° samp.e 
! ! Component loading Mean Standard deviation i 
! I 
I Own radio 0.333 0.727 0.445 
! 
Own television 0.461 0.537 0.499 




Own refrigerator 0.476 0.512 0.500 
Own telephone 0.428 0.245 0.430 
Own cellphone 0.385 0.324 0.468 
~\ check of the first principal component was undertaken by considering the proportion 
of households with those assets for each of the quartiles. ~\s expected, the highest proportion of 
households in the -I.[h quartile had each asset. The asset index appears to be reasonable. l\lortality 
rates were then estimated for both households in the highest quartile and households not in the 
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access to piped water. These rates are analysed univariately and mortality differences were found 
in all cases \vith the exception of whether or not the household used electricity for lighting. \'('e 
see that mortality differentials are greatest for employment status, income level and completed 
education le\'el of the household head and for mean income per household member. 
\,"e haye only considered single variables in isolation, as random yariation becomes 
significant, particularly at the older ages, due to sub-diyision of the data. It is difficult to derive 
robust mortality estimates by multiple variables simultaneously, making it difficult to identify 
possible differentials. The multivariate analyses in Chapter 6 are undertaken in order to identify 











6 MULTIVARIATE ANALYSES 
6.1 Using multivariate techniques 
Socio-economic and other factors thought to be associated \vith differences in mortality were 
im-estigated in Chapter 5 where age- and sex- specific adult mortality rates for different sub-
groups, adjusted for completeness, were derived and then compared to each other. 
"\ multivariate approach allows us to investigate the impact of different socio-economic 
factors on mortality simultaneously. By considering different socio-economic factors 
simultaneously, we are also able to investigate whether a factor that appears significant when 
considered in isolation remains significant when we control for other factors. 
6.2 Description of the approach 
Initially, Poisson regression was applied to investigate the effect of specified socio-economic and 
other factors, identified in Chapter 5, on adult mortality rates. The response variable is an 
estimate of the central mortality rate, i.e. adjusted deaths di\-ided by exposure. In the absence of 
specific weights for the mortality data, adult deaths are weighted using household weights then 
corrected for under-reporting using the adjustment factors. 
Howe\-er, Poisson regression assumes that the dependent \-ariable is a non-negative count 
\-ariable that has a Poisson distribution (StataCorp, 2007). But, the Poisson distribution has equal 
mean and variance and, where the variance of the dependent \-ariable is grcater than the mean, 
m-er-dispersion exists (ibid). Goodness of fit tests (using ST: /IT ~1 10 statistical software package) 
indicated that the Poisson distribution was inappropriate and the Negati\-e Binomial model, 
which is a generalisation of the Poisson regression and allows for extra variation (StataCorp, 
2007), \vas applied instead. 
"\dult mortality rates are compared by calculating incidence-rate ratios (IRR). Effectively, 
these rate ratios give the mortality estimate for a particular group compared to the reference level. 
For example, an incidence-rate ratio of, say, 1.52 for the variable Je.", where .re." is a dummy 
\-ariable that equals one where male and zero otherwise, suggests that adult male mortality is 1.52 
times that of adult females, all other things being equal. 
Further model assumptions and variables constructed for the purposcs of these 
multivariate investigations are described in sub-sections that follow. 
The likelihood ratio test, which requires that models be nested (StataCorp, 2007), and 
"\ikaike's Information Critcrion (AIC) arc used to identify those models that are able to explain 











model is the one with the lowest ArC score. "\ likelihood ratio test is then used to confirm the 
model choice based on the ArC score. 
6.2.1 Model assumptions 
In de\'eloping these multiyariate models, we assume that people alive on the census night 9/10 
October 2001 and those that died in the 12 months prior to the census night contribute fully to 
the exposure for the 12 months prior to the census night. Csing census data, we can track any in-
mm'ements, but not any out-movements. So, the abo\'e assumes that the in-migrants are more or 
less compensated by any out-migrants, i.e. net in-migration for the different sub-divisions is 
assumed to be negligible. 
\\'e also assume that the characteristics of adults and households, as reported at the 
census night, hold or are applicable for the prior 12 months. Lastly, care was taken to ensure that, 
for each le\'el of sub-diyision, the number of deaths was non-zero, i.e. that actual mortality rates 
were positive, so as to improye model fit. \\'hile the inclusion of a significant independent 
variable would be expected to add explanatory power, an increase in the number of observations, 
all other things equal, might lead to a decrease in the proportion of variability explained by the 
model. 
6.2.2 Description of variables for these multivariate analyses 
Dummy variables which are one if a specific condition or set of conditions are true and zero 
otherwise, were developed for the independent variables both to aid interpretation of model 
outputs and to determine different discrete levels for socio-economic factors thought to be 
significant. For example, in order to improve interpretation of estimated incidence-rate ratios, 
using Yariable sex in the 10% sample data set, the dummy variable Sf."\' was de\'eloped and equals 
one if male and zero otherwise. Thus by construction, the reference le\'el is female. 
The construction of dummy variables might then be applied to categorical variables with 
more than two levels, say m levels. A reference level is chosen and m-1 dummy variables are 
created. For example, the Census 2001 the age variable qp02 was sub-divided into fi\'e-year age 
bands by denloping dummy variables. This was sub-di\'ided into fi\'e-year age bands and dummy 
Yariables age20_2-!-, age25 _29, ... , ageS5 _59, with reference lenl 15-19 years, were developed in 
order to analyse adult mortality by different age groups. 
6.3 Findings 
"\fter allmving for age and sex, each province, with the exception of GT, is found to be 
significant at a one per cent level with the \\'C as the reference level. This means that mortality 
for each of the EC, NC, FS, KZN, NW, MP and LP differs significantly to mortality in the We. 











as being associated with different levels of mortality in Chapter 5, after allmving for agc and sex, 
arc also found to be significant at a one per cent level. };or example, yariablefiIlJ/J_toilet has an 
incidence rate ratio of 0.727 with p-value 0.000, i.e. the mortality of adults from households with 
a Hush toilet is approximately 0.72.7 times that of adults trom households \vithout a Hush toilet. 
Similarly, the variables refuse collection and households where the chief source of power 
for cooking is electricity have incidence rate ratios of 0.779 and 0.709 respectively, with both 
signitlcant at a one per cent level (p-value<O.OOO). The deri,"cd variable mean income per 
household member returned rate ratios of 0.63-l and OA88 for mi3000_6999 and mi7000+ 
respecti,"ely, also both at a one per cent level, i.e. households with mean annual household 
income of between R3 000 and R 7 000 is approximately O.63-l times that of adults from assets 
where, all other things equal. Similarly, adults from households with average annual income in 
excess of R7 000 have OA88 times the mortality of adults from the reference le,"el. 
Households \vith access to pipcd water by means of a tap either ,vi thin the household 
structure or immediate household property have approximately 0.778 times the mortality of those 
without access to piped water. 
This supports the findings of the earlier uniyariate analyses. Howeyer, when considered in 
combination, not all were significant. So, a model was fitted \vith age and sex and socio-economic 
factors were added to this model. Pactors found to be significant \vere retained while those that 
\vere not were excluded. 
~\fter allowing for age and sex, we found enumeration area type to be significant at a one 
per cent level (p-,"alue<O.Ol). Enumeration area type was considered first, after age and sex, as 
this is relati,"ely easy to determine. \'Ce see that people li'"ing in urban areas ha,"e lighter mortality 
to those that live in rural areas, all other things being equal. The output suggests that those living 
in rural areas have mortality approximately 1.22 times the mortality of those liying in urban areas. 
This might be expected given that those liying in urban areas might be expected to ha,"e greater 











Table 6.1 Negative binomial regression output for adult Mricans using adjusted deaths, by sex, 
age group and enumeration area type, Census 200110% sample data set 
Negative binomial regression Number of obs = 40 
LR chi2(11) = 118.34 
Log likelihood = -621.9703 Prob> chi2 = 0.000 
deaths IRR Std. Err. z P>z 95% Confidence Interval 
sex 1.5287 0.0896 7.24 0.000 1.3628 1.7148 
age20_24 2.9467 0.3825 8.33 0.000 2.2848 3.8004 
age25_29 5.8648 0.7619 13.62 0000 4.5465 7.5655 
age30_34 7.6436 0.9936 15.65 0.000 5.9245 9.8616 
age35_39 7.5164 0.9771 15.52 0000 5.8259 9.6976 
age40_44 7.4975 0.9744 15.50 0.000 5.8116 9.6725 
age45_49 7.8244 1.0171 15.83 0.000 6.0647 100947 
age50_54 9.2118 1.1971 17.09 0.000 7.1405 11.8839 
age55_59 10.8331 1.4073 18.34 0.000 8.3980 13.9742 
age60 23.0502 2.9901 24.19 0000 17.8754 29.7232 
urban 0.8167 0.0477 -3.47 0.001 0.7284 0.9158 
exposure (exposure) 
Iinalpha -3.392115 0.222365 -3.827942 -2.956287 
alpha 0.0336375 0.0074798 0.0217543 0.0520117 
Likelihood-ratio test of alpha=O: chibar2(01) = 1.3e+07 Prob>=chibar2 = 0.000 
Once age, sex and enumeration area type were found to be significant, we considered 
income leyel of the household head. \,(Tith this model, we obseryed an imp rayed model fit over 
the initial model. Howeyer, urban-rural residence type is no longer significant. Consideration of 
the AJC scores, suggests that the model with age, sex and income le\-el is better. A. likelihood 
ratio test also confirms this result. 
Employment status of the household head was then added to the model. This variable is 











Table 6.2 Negative binomial regression output for adult Africans using adjusted deaths, by sex, 
age group, income level and employment status of the household head, Census 2001 
10% sample data set 
Negative binomial regression Number of obs = 160 
LR chi2( 12) = 213.57 
Log likelihood = -2302.3481 Prob> chi2 = 0.000 
deaths IRR Std. Err. z P>z 95% Confidence Interval 
sex 1.4619 0.1270 4.37 0.000 1.2330 1.7332 
age20_24 3.0690 0.5873 5.86 0.000 2.1092 4.4657 
age25_29 4.9505 0.9473 8.36 0.000 3.4022 7.2033 
age30_34 6.5899 1.2639 9.83 0.000 4.5251 9.5968 
age35_39 6.4758 1.2438 9.73 0.000 4.4443 9.4357 
age40_44 6.8388 1.3143 10.00 0.000 4.6923 9.9671 
age45_49 6.2916 1.2055 9.60 0.000 4.3218 9.1591 
age50_54 7.7360 1.4799 10.69 0.000 5.3171 11.2552 
age55_59 8.9853 1.7155 11.50 0.000 6.1803 13.0632 
age60 37.7596 7.2602 18.89 0.000 25.9038 55.0418 
employhhh 0.6346 0.0566 -5.10 0.000 0.5328 0.7557 
incomehhh 0.7494 0.0641 -3.37 0.001 0.6336 0.8863 
exposure (exposure) 
Iinalpha -1.2329 0.1093 -1.4472 -1.0187 
alpha 0.2914 0.0319 0.2352 0.3611 
Likelihood-ratio test of alpha=O: chibar2(01) = 6.3e+07 Prob>=chibar2 = 0.000 
From the output results above, we see that those people li\'ing in households where the 
household head is employed have approximately 0.635 times the mortality of those living in 
households \vith an unemployed household head, all other things being equal. Similarly, those 
where the head earns in excess of R9 600 per annum have approximately 75 per cent of the 
mortality of those where the head earns less than R9 600 per annum. These results support the 
earlier findings of the uni\'ariate analyses undertaken. 
\,\'e then investigated whether access to piped water would be able to improve further the 
model. "\fter allowing for age, sex and income le\'el and employment status of the head, access to 











Table 6.3 Negative binomial regression output for adult Mricans using adjusted deaths, by sex, 
age, employment status and income level of the head and access to piped water, 
using Census 200110% sample data set 
Negative binomial regression Number of obs = 160 
LR chi2{15} = 351.03 
Log likelihood = -2231.7097 Prob > chi2 = 0.000 
deaths IRR Std. Err. z P>z 95% Confidence Interval 
sex 1.8141 0.1385 7.80 0.000 1.5620 2.1069 
age20_24 3.1481 0.3797 9.51 0.000 2.4854 3.9876 
age25_29 4.9855 0.6011 13.33 0.000 3.9363 6.3144 
age30_34 6.4868 0.7837 15.48 0.000 5.1191 8.2198 
age35_39 6.4428 0.7799 15.39 0.000 5.0820 8.1681 
age40_44 6.6820 0.8080 15.71 0.000 5.2721 8.4689 
age45_49 6.5275 0.7868 15.56 0.000 5.1540 8.2671 
age50_54 7.9058 0.9513 17.18 0.000 6.2449 10.0085 
age55_59 5.5836 0.7472 12.85 0.000 4.2953 7.2582 
age60 17.4535 2.6425 18.89 0.000 12.9721 23.4831 
employhhh 0.6794 0.0554 -4.74 0.000 0.5791 0.7971 
incomehhh 0.7411 0.0400 -5.56 0.000 0.6667 0.8237 
piped_water 0.8627 0.0464 -2.74 0.006 0.7763 0.9587 
sex_employhhh 0.6245 0.0672 -4.38 0.000 0.5057 0.7711 
age55_employhhh 2.9867 0.4198 7.78 0.000 2.2675 3.9341 
exposure {exposure} 
/Inalpha -2.161 0.110 -2.376 -1.946 
alpha 0.115 0.013 0.093 0.143 
Likelihood-ratio test of alpha=O: chibar2{01} = 2.2e+07 Prob>=chibar2 = 0.000 
From the output above, after allowing for age and sex, \ve see both the employment 
status and income le\-el and access to piped water to be significant at a one per cent level. \\/e see 
that, as before, people living in households where the head is employed and earning in excess of 
R9 600 p.a. will ha\-e lighter mortality than those where the head is unemployed and earning less 
than R9 600 p.a. In addition, with an IRR of 0.8627 we see that those that are able to access 
piped water from the household property have approximately 0.86 times the mortality of those 
that either access piped water via a community stand or who do not have access to piped water, 
all other things being equal. 
Introducing interaction terms in the analysis abm-e, the interaction between sex and 
employment status of the household head is significant at a one per cent le\-el. The output 
indicates that a male in a household where the household head was employed has approximately 
0.77 times the mortality of a female living in a household with a household head that is not 
employed, all other things being equal. Similarly, the output indicates that the mortality of a male 











employed household head, all other things being equal. Howeyer, should one not know the 
employment status of the household head, one would expect, from the output, the mortality of 
males to be approximately 1.81 times the mortality of females. So, the sex-employment status 
interaction reduces the mortality difference between males and females when one considers 
mortality of people from households where the household head is employed. 
The age-employment status interaction for the open age group is also seen to be 
significant at a one per cent level. The output indicates that liyes aged 55 years and older with 
employed household head have approximately three times the mortality of those aged 55 years 
and older \vith household head not employed, all other things being equal. This, at first, appears 
counter-intuiti\·e. Howeyer, this might be due to the fact that one \vould expect lives in the open 
interyal that are not employed to be in a higher socio-economic group to those that are employed 
as this \vould suggest some form of non-employment income, i.e. older li\-es that have reached 
retirement age that are able to access some form of non-employment income are less likely to 
need to work than those that do not haye such income, all other things being equal. This 
interaction addresses partly one of the drawbacks of using employment status of the household 











Table 6.4 Negative binomial regression output for adult Mricans using adjusted deaths, by sex, 
age, employment status and income level of the head and access to piped water, 
using Census 200110% sample data set 
Negative binomial regression Number of obs = 160 
LR chi2(13) = 285.59 
Log likelihood = -2264.4266 Prob > chi2 = 0.000 
deaths IRR Std. Err. z P>z 95% Confidence Interval 
sex 1.6938 0.1338 6.67 0.000 1.4509 1.9773 
age20_24 3.1242 0.3689 9.65 0.000 2.4788 3.9378 
age25_29 4.9489 0.5842 13.55 0.000 3.9266 6.2373 
age30_34 6.4673 0.7650 15.78 0.000 5.1291 8.1546 
age35_39 6.4647 0.7663 15.75 0.000 5.1245 8.1554 
age40_44 6.6952 0.7926 16.06 0.000 5.3089 8.4436 
age45_49 5.4506 0.7307 12.65 0.000 4.1911 7.0885 
age 50_54 6.4870 0.8884 13.65 0.000 4.9599 8.4843 
age 55_59 5.5985 0.7338 13.14 0.000 4.3303 7.2383 
age60 17.3399 2.5715 19.24 0.000 12.9663 23.1889 
incomehhh 0.7455 0.0394 -5.56 0.000 0.6722 0.8268 
employhhh 0.6811 0.0541 -4.83 0.000 0.5828 0.7959 
piped_water 0.8609 0.0454 -2.84 0.004 0.7764 0.9546 
sex_employhhh 0.6214 0.0655 -4.52 0.000 0.5054 0.7639 
age55_employhhh 2.9781 0.4098 7.93 0.000 2.2742 3.9000 
sex_age45_54 1.4263 0.1881 2.69 0.007 1.1014 1.8471 
exposure (exposure) 
/Inalpha -2.204 0.110 -2.419 -1.989 
alpha 0.110 0.012 0.089 0.137 
Likelihood-ratio test of alpha=O: chibar2(01) = 2.0e+07 Prob>=chibar2 = 0.000 
Age-sex interaction was also tested for sib'11ificance and \vas found to be significant at a 
one per cent le\-cl. The output indicates that a male aged -J.S years has approximately 2.-1-2 times 
the mortality of a female aged 45 years and approximately 7.77 times the mortality of a male aged 
15 to 19 years, all other things being equal. 
Further models were tested but no other socio-economic and other factors were 












~Iortality rates for adult "\fricans by age and sex, adjusted for completeness, are estimated for the 
12 months prior to the 2001 census. These are very similar to those produced by Dorrington, 
~Ioultrie and Timxus (2004) who had access to the full census data set. The higher mortality at 
the older ages shown by Dorrington, Moultrie and Timxus (2004) is due to the rates of this 
research being ungraduated, while the higher mortality in the young adults is the result of better 
data used in this research. Thus this research provides a re\"ision of mortality rates for adult 
"\fricans in the year prior to the 2001 census, against which future mortality estimates may be 
compared. 
This research considers only adult mortality and complete life tables cannot be 
constructed in the absence of child mortality estimates. Should we \vish to de\"elop "\frican life 
tables, we would need to consider a separate approach to estimating child mortality as we expect 
the le\"el of under-reporting of child deaths to differ to that of adults. This research might also be 
extended to include an analysis of mortality of the other population groups not considered. It is 
of interest to understand whether the same socio-economic and other factors associated with 
different mortality levels for adult Africans apply for the different population groups. This would 
not be \vithout difficulty though, given the failure to capture deaths of \,"hites in institutions and 
the smallness of death numbers, particularly for Indians (Dorrington, ~Ioultrie and Timxus, 
2004). 
\\"e derive mortality rates by province, applying the same adjustment factors developed to 
correct for the under-reporting of deaths for the country as a whole. \\"e see that the mortality 
rates for the \'\"C, GT and LP are low when compared to the country as a whole, although we are 
unable to fully explain the relatively high mortality at the older ages for the \'"C. This might be 
due to the completeness of reporting of household deaths in the census being a function of age, 
sex and prm"ince. \\"e believe the rates at the older ages for the \,"C to be overstated. \,'e also see 
that LP has relati\"ely low mortality. Dorrington, Moultrie and Timxus (2004) also produce low 
mortality rates for LP, which they believe are anomalous. By general reasoning, it is difficult to 
argue that LP should have low mortality compared to the country as a whole. This rcsult also 
suggests that the completeness of reporting of deaths might vary by prm"ince, all other things 
being equal. 
~\s a check, in the multivariate analyses, prm"inces, after allO\ving for sex and age, with the 
exception of GT, are found to be significant at a one per cent level with the \,"C chosen as the 











The high mortality rates derived for adult Africans are due in no small part to 
HIV / "\IDS. C nfortunately, we are unable to disaggregate the reported household deaths in the 
census into "\IDS and non-AIDS deaths. That said, we see the impact of HIV in the distribution 
of reported deaths, proyided by Statistics SA (personal correspondence) in calendar years 1997-
2001 (see Chapter -+). In particular, we see the numbers of reported deaths over the age ranges 
20-6-+ years for males and 15-59 years for females increase significantly m-er this period, while the 
numbers of deaths at the younger and older ages remain relatiyely stable. \\"e also note the high 
mortality rates deri\"ed for KZN, which we expect gi\-en the high I IIV preyalence in the 
prm"lnce. 
\\bile we show that we are able to deriye yery similar mortality rates for the country as a 
\vhole using the 10% sample data set compared to the rates produced using the full census data 
set, \ve acknowledge that the rates for different socio-economic and other sub-groups experience 
greater random Yariation, due to the smallness of numbers. This is particularly noticeable at the 
older ages due to there being fewer deaths at these ages. In this respect, the full data set is 
preferable to the 10% sample in that we would expect mortality rates for different sub-groups 
deriyed using the full data set to experience less random t1uctuation than those derived using the 
10°'0 sample. 
\\"e argue that the completeness of reporting of deaths is due, in part, to the possible 
disintegration of the household following a death in that household. \\"ith the disintegration of a 
household, remaining members either join existing households or form new households. Then, at 
the census, it is unlikely that the death will be reported as the household in which the death 
occurred no longer exists. Further, we believe that the disintegration of the household is more 
likely to occur for deaths at the older ages, i.e. for those people that are more likely to have 
contributed significantly to household income. It is important to understand more precisely the 
impact that household disintegration might ha\-e on the reporting of household deaths in the 
census. This, we belieye, warrants further research. 
Completeness of reporting of household deaths might also differ by socio-economic and 
other factors, while we haye assumed in this research, in the absence of anything better, that the 
same adjustment factors may be used across the different socio-categories. These possible 
differences could also be explored in future research. 
:\fortality rates are produced for different socio-economic and other factors. These are: 
income level of the head; employment status of the head; completed education leyel of the head; 
access to sen-ices; main power source used for lighting and cooking; toilet facilities; mean income 











different socio-economic categories were investigated both on the basis that we believed that 
mortality differences might exist across these categories and due to data a\'ailability. Of course, 
the choice of variables that could be considered was limited by availability of data. In particular 
the use of household head characteristics has its problems. i'or one, these characteristics cannot 
be used as a proxy for the status other household members. For example, the educational 
attainment of the household head might be expected to be quite different from other household 
members. This is particularly problematic in South ~\frica given that Bantu education allowed 
only limited access to education for Africans in the past. 
In addition households where the household head has reached retirement age will be 
included in the category of households where the household head is not employed. This may 
ha\T implications for interpreting the results particularly \vhere the household head has access to 
some form of post-retirement income, for example the state old age pension or some form of 
other post-retirement provision That said, this research docs not seek to use the household head 
variables as proxies of those of other household members, but rather to use these variables as an 
indicator of different socio-economic living conditions. From the univariate investigations we see 
that the largest mortality differentials exist for income level of the head, employment status of the 
household head, completed education level of the head and mean income per household 
member. By considering only the income level of the household head, one takes into account 
neither the incomes of other household members nor the number of household members. In 
order to address these issues, the analysis was extended to consider average household income 
per capita. ~\s mentioned earlier, it is reasonable to expect the distribution of household income 
to be associated \vith the relative age of each member. However, this approach assumes that total 
household income is shared equally amongst all members and, as such, does not take into 
account the age composition of the household. The level of income of the head of the household 
and the average household income per capita yield similar results. 
It was thought that the household assets from the 2001 census might be uscd to group 
households into different socio-economic categories. Due to the high correlation between some 
of the assets, a single index that used each of these assets was dcveloped to rank broadly 
households. One was then able to compare households with a high index to those with a low 
index. To this extent, the index served its purpose. Of course, a single index that incorporates 
many of the other variables investigated in Chapters 5 and 6 might also be de"eloped and the 
de\'elopment of such an index is an avenue for possible future research. 
The findings of the univariate analyses are also supported by the multivariate analyses. 











socio-economic and other factors thought to be mortality risk factors in the uni\'ariate analyses 
are found, indi\'idually, to be significant at a one per cent level. Howe\'er, when considered in 
combination, and after allowing for age and sex, the best fit model consists of income level and 
employment status of the head and type of access to piped water. Possible interactions between 
the different socio-economic and other factors are considered and found to be significant. These 
are a sex-employment status, an age-employment status and an age-sex interaction. Interestingly, 
the IRR for the ageSS-employment status interaction of approximately 2.98 allows, in part, for 
one of the drawbacks of using employment status of the household head as an indicator of socio-
economic le\'el for older lives that have reached retirement age. 
The best model is chosen by considering the AJC score of each model. \\ben comparing 
two models, the model with the lowest AIC score is the best model, i.e. the one that explains the 
most nriation. Model choice is then confirmed using a likelihood ratio test. The model with 
independent variables age, sex, employment status and income level of the head and access to 
piped water within the property is identified as the best model. l\fore complex models were tested 
but no other socio-economic and other factors are significant \vhen considered in combination 
with the aboye factors. 
The model results mean that, after allo\\ring for age and sex, mortality is dependent on 
employment status and income level of the head and type of access to piped water. In addition, it 
means that additional mortality differences may be explained by, say, the addition of employment 
status of the head, after already considering income le\'el and type of access to piped water. \'{,' e 
see that the addition of these variables contributes further information to mortality. More 
importantly, the multivariate results support the earlier findings of the uninriate analyses, which 
indicate that mortality is a function of wealth. By general reasoning, we expect mortality rates to 
be lower for higher socio-economic and income groups, all other things being equal, and this 
research supports this argument. 
The implications of this are as follows. An increase in (real) incomes and employment 
le\'els, together with improved service deli\'ery, might be expected to result in lower adult 
mortality, i.e. successful measures to combat poverty might lead to a reduction in mortality rates. 
Lastly, we might want to repeat this research on more recent data to derive mortality rates 
in more recent periods. "\ similar approach for estimating adult mortality using Community 
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9 APPENDIX 1: DERIVED ADULT AFRICAN MORTALITY RATES 
Figure 9.1 Estimated adult Mrican male central mortality rates for the 12 months prior to 9/10 
October 2001, by age and province 
Males WC EC NC FS KZN NW GP MP LP 
15-19 0.0033 0.0027 0.0014 0.0018 0.0030 0.0018 0.0023 0.0026 0.0015 
20-24 0.0055 0.0094 0.0065 0.0041 0.0086 0.0046 0.0040 0.0056 0.0024 
25-29 0.0071 0.0184 0.0129 0.0138 0.0181 0.0078 0.0053 0.0111 0.0079 
30-34 0.0072 0.0247 0.0124 0.0163 0.0269 0.0124 0.0081 0.0122 0.0112 
35-39 0.0075 0.0252 0.0116 0.0180 0.0285 0.0151 0.0086 0.0161 0.0140 
40-44 0.0099 0.0240 0.0141 0.0224 0.0258 0.0145 0.0084 0.0159 0.0132 
45-49 0.0126 0.0262 0.0163 0.0239 0.0287 0.0191 0.0125 0.0181 0.0179 
50-54 0.0113 0.0323 0.0262 0.0260 0.0340 0.0212 0.0150 0.0210 0.0174 
55-59 0.0153 0.0369 0.0274 0.0262 0.0361 0.0204 0.0235 0.0282 0.0186 
60-64 0.0275 0.0419 0.0612 0.0293 0.0452 0.0284 0.0293 0.0267 0.0291 
65-69 0.0585 0.0418 0.0657 0.0399 0.0551 0.0387 0.0389 0.0511 0.0280 
70-74 0.0708 0.0563 0.0727 0.0587 0.0751 0.0530 0.0636 0.0515 0.0421 
75-79 0.0848 0.0683 0.0401 0.0833 0.0863 0.0739 0.0574 0.0524 0.0603 
80-84 0.1434 0.0863 0.1707 0.1151 0.0944 0.0947 0.1123 0.0648 0.0673 











Figure 9.2 Estimated adult Mrican female central mortality rates for the 12 months prior to 9/10 
October 2001, by age and province 
Female WC EC NC FS KZN NW GP MP LP 
15-19 0.0013 0.0025 0.0025 0.0024 0.0031 0.0019 0.0021 0.0032 0.0010 
20-24 0.0028 0.0080 0.0101 0.0082 0.0102 0.0078 0.0042 0.0064 0.0031 
25-29 0.0047 0.0156 0.0154 0.0160 0.0187 0.0134 0.0055 0.0121 0.0056 
30-34 0.0053 0.0176 0.0111 0.0170 0.0183 0.0166 0.0083 0.0126 0.0076 
35-39 0.0065 0.0148 0.0230 0.0169 0.0156 0.0134 0.0084 0.0130 0.0074 
40-44 0.0107 0.0141 0.0126 0.0156 0.0163 0.0123 0.0072 0.0106 0.0058 
45-49 0.0095 0.0140 0.0105 0.0194 0.0140 0.0163 0.0081 0.0090 0.0076 
50-54 0.0129 0.0140 0.0078 0.0137 0.0154 0.0134 0.0099 0.0135 0.0081 
55-59 0.0081 0.0132 0.0109 0.0144 0.0150 0.0133 0.0125 0.0134 0.0074 
60-64 0.0360 0.0176 0.0272 0.0162 0.0185 0.0225 0.0180 0.0173 0.0104 
65-69 0.0337 0.0228 0.0289 0.0280 0.0255 0.0200 0.0234 0.0195 0.0119 
70-74 0.0588 0.0304 0.0485 0.0342 0.0358 0.0345 0.0410 0.0316 0.0192 
75-79 0.1375 0.0488 0.0433 0.0407 0.0431 0.0307 0.0484 0.0339 0.0220 
80-84 0.1066 0.0653 0.0495 0.0687 0.0635 0.0527 0.0592 0.0589 0.0344 











10 APPENDIX 2: REPORTED DEATHS BY YEAR OF DEATH, 1997- 2001 
Figure 10.1 Adult Mrican male deaths 1997-2001, Statistics SA (personal communication) 
Males 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 Total 
0-4 2759 7189 12937 14652 15210 52747 
5-9 322 701 1 230 1439 1 496 5188 
10-14 325 670 1 022 1 187 1 200 4404 
15-19 637 1 515 2660 2869 2998 10679 
20-24 1 220 3232 5552 6241 6247 22492 
25-29 1 604 4692 9030 10762 12 111 38199 
30-34 1 796 5197 10709 12854 14774 45330 
35-39 1 694 5173 10450 12682 14546 44545 
40-44 1 629 4744 9353 11 278 12753 39757 
45-49 1 718 4733 8839 10215 11 281 36786 
50-54 1 534 4018 7568 9140 10271 32531 
55-59 1 855 4196 7420 7755 8036 29262 
60-64 1 523 3647 6115 7503 7979 26767 
65-69 1 884 3827 5792 6063 6242 23808 
70-74 1 628 3761 5984 6562 6878 24813 
75-79 1 803 3276 4777 4847 4974 19677 
80-84 881 2224 3356 4006 4419 14886 
85+ 854 1 839 2838 3204 3385 12120 











Figure 10.2 Adult Mrican female deaths 1997-2001, Statistics SA (personal communication) 
Female 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 Total 
0-4 2473 6371 11 933 13297 13791 47865 
5-9 246 554 966 1 144 1 151 4061 
10-14 237 487 800 877 998 3399 
15-19 410 1 085 2103 2416 2726 8740 
20-24 843 2645 5575 7072 7777 23912 
25-29 1 153 3715 8468 11 316 13613 38265 
30-34 1 104 3646 8143 11 265 13 129 37287 
35-39 1 026 3169 6894 9372 10871 31 332 
40-44 905 2722 5514 7279 8484 24904 
45-49 863 2504 5022 5985 6789 21 163 
50-54 859 2113 4189 5456 5923 18540 
55-59 1 175 2750 4609 4942 5074 18550 
60-64 1 364 3063 5186 6390 6669 22672 
65-69 1 796 3963 6400 6525 6936 25620 
70-74 1 512 3577 5944 7710 8187 26930 
75-79 2014 3695 5158 5513 5620 22000 
80-84 1 154 3209 5082 6220 6914 22579 
85+ 1 629 3509 5211 6127 6535 23011 
Total 21 183 53421 97907 119557 131 730 423798 
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